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C. ABSTRACT
C .1. Background: Uncontrolled asthma in children is a major contributor to health disparities
by race and income in the United States. Evidence-based strategies to improve outcomes in
minority children with uncontrolled asthma discharged from the Emergency Department (ED)
are needed.
C.2. Objectives: 1) Complete planning activities, including qualitative interviews with
caregivers, clinicians, and community health workers (CHWs), to finalize the study design; 2)
Compare the effectiveness of a structured discharge and communication tool vs. this tool plus
in-home support vs. enhanced usual care in children presenting to an ED with uncontrolled
asthma.
C.3. Methods: We engaged a multi-disciplinary group of stakeholders to complete planning
activities for a pragmatic trial. Children were eligible for the pragmatic trial if they were English
or Spanish-speaking, ages 5-11 years, presented with uncontrolled asthma to one of 6 EDs, and
were likely to be discharged to home after initial therapy. We randomly allocated children and
their caregivers in the ED to one of three groups: 1) an ED-only intervention using a culturallytailored structured discharge and communication tool to support provider- and patient-level
implementation of guideline-recommended asthma care on ED discharge (CHICAGO Action Plan
after Emergency department discharge, or CAPE); 2) the CAPE together with in-home support
by community health workers (CHWs; ED-plus-home) for 6 months, and 3) Enhanced usual care
alone (all three groups received teaching about appropriate inhaler technique and spacers for
inhalers). We assessed two co-primary outcomes at 1, 3, and 6 months: Patient-Reported
Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) Asthma Impact Scale in children (higher
scores indicate worsening asthma) and the PROMIS Satisfaction with Participation in Social
Roles in the caregiver (higher scores indicate greater caregiver satisfaction). The minimum
important difference for PROMIS measures is estimated to be a T-score of 3 to 5 (0.3 to 0.5 SD,
respectively). The primary pre-specified analyses employed multivariate ordinal regression to
compare the 6-month change in T-scores between the three groups; a two-tailed p<0.0167
defined a significant difference. Secondary outcomes included indicators of guidelineconsistent ED discharge instructions and self-management after ED discharge.
C.4. Results: A total of 373 children (58% of the target 640) were enrolled and randomized to
ED-plus-home (n=121), ED-only (n=126), or Enhanced usual care (n=126). Children were mostly
boys (67%), black (64%), a third were Latino (31%), and most had public aid health insurance
(80%). Retention through the 6-month follow-up visit was low (63%). We did not observe a
significant between-group difference in the 6-month change in T-scores in primary outcomes
comparing ED-plus-home vs. Enhanced usual care, ED-only vs. Enhanced usual care, and EDplus-home vs. ED-only groups (adjusted odds ratio [OR] and 98% confidence intervals, CIs, for
[1] higher Asthma Impact Scale score in children: OR = 0.68, 0.30 to 1.55, p=0.27; OR = 0.68,
0.31 to 1.45, p=0.22; and OR = 1.01, 0.47 to 2.19, p=0.97, respectively; [2] higher caregiver
4

Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles: OR = 0.80, 0.35 to 1.80, p=0.50; OR = 0.95, 0.44 to
2.06, p=0.86; and OR = 0.84, 0.39 to 1.83, p=0.60, respectively).
The discharge instructions were significantly more likely to be consistent with guidelines in the
ED-plus-home and in the ED-only groups compared with the Enhanced usual care group: 1) use
of systemic corticosteroids (98 vs. 61%, p<0.0001; and 99 vs. 61%, p<0.0001, respectively); 2)
use of inhaled corticosteroid or other controller (72 vs. 41%, p<0.0001; 63 vs. 41%, p=0.0004,
respectively); 3) use of inhaled rescue medications (98 vs. 85%, p=0.0005; and 99 vs. 85%,
p<0.0001, respectively); and 4) providing a follow-up appointment within 4 weeks (46 vs. 8%,
p<0.0001; and 49 vs. 8%, p<0.0001, respectively); none of the differences between the ED-plushome and ED-only group were significant. Also, a higher proportion of participants filled
prescriptions for inhaled corticosteroids or other controllers within 7 days of ED discharge in
the ED-plus-home group (71%) compared to both the ED-only (45%, p=0.0003) and the
Enhanced usual care (42%, p<0.0001) groups. We also noted a higher proportion of children
attending an outpatient visit with their asthma provider within 4 weeks of ED discharge in the
ED-plus-home (51%) compared to the Enhanced usual care (32%, p=0.005) group.
C.5. Conclusions: We did not observe significant benefits of the ED-only and ED-plus-home
interventions on primary outcomes in children and in caregivers compared to Enhanced usual
care. However, recruitment and retention in the trial proved to be challenging and we were
therefore underpowered to exclude the important differences between groups in these primary
outcomes. We did observe significant improvements in the quality of ED discharge instructions
and participant-self management practices after ED discharge in the ED-only and ED-plus-home
groups.
C6. Study limitations: Due to insufficient enrollment (373 [58%] of the target 640
randomizations) and lower than acceptable retention (263 [63%] of 373 participants completed
the 6-month follow-up visit), we cannot exclude important effects of the ED-only and ED-plushome interventions on the pre-specified primary clinical outcomes.
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D. BACKGROUND
Uncontrolled asthma in children is a major contributor to health disparities by race and
income in the United States (U.S.).1-3 Among children with asthma, black children are about
three and four times more likely to have an asthma-related emergency department (ED) visit
and to die from asthma, respectively, compared to white children.4,5 Gaps in implementation
of asthma guidelines by providers and inadequate asthma self-management linked to social
determinants of health contribute to these asthma disparities, with studies suggesting that
minority children are less likely than white children to be prescribed and use guidelinerecommended asthma care, respectively.6-8
Chicago is an epicenter for asthma-related health inequities affecting children in the
United States.9,10 In 2012, representatives from the Chicago Department of Public Health,
health systems in Chicago, front-line clinicians, not-for-profit community organizations, and
researchers participated in the Chicago Emergency Department Asthma Summit to identify
opportunities to develop, implement, and evaluate the effectiveness of care re-designs that
address the needs of at-risk populations with uncontrolled asthma.11 Discussions at the
Summit supported the conduct of randomized clinical trials to rigorously test promising
strategies that could be could be sustained after the research period.12-14
The overall goal of the Coordinated Healthcare Interventions for Childhood Asthma Gaps
in Outcomes (CHICAGO) Plan was to conduct a randomized 3-arm parallel group, multi-center
pragmatic trial in 6 EDs affiliated with public or private hospitals who served a high proportion
of black or Latino children in Chicago to compare: 1) an ED-only intervention using a structured
discharge and communication template to improve the quality of care on discharge to home,
adapted from an intervention used in a single-center ED-based efficacy trial (ED-only),15 2) the
same ED-only intervention together with in-home support by community health workers
(CHWs), adapted from previous studies of CHW-led interventions that enrolled children in the
outpatient setting (ED-plus-home);16-19 and 3) Enhanced usual care.

6

Secondary goals included analyses to examine the potential for heterogeneity of treatment
effects according to various baseline characteristics and to identify barriers and facilitators of
successfully implementing the interventions to accelerate the uptake of study findings. In this
report, we present the methods and results of the PCORI-funded CHICAGO Plan.
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E. PARTICIPATION OF PATIENTS AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
IN THE DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF RESEARCH AND
DISSEMINATION OF FINDINGS
E.1. Type and number of stakeholders involved: The multidisciplinary CHICAGO
stakeholder investigators included an official from the Chicago Department of Public Health,
5 individuals representing two not-for-profit community-based organizations (Respiratory
Health Association and Chicago Asthma Consortium), 12 front-line clinicians at 6 health
systems, and 3 other researchers (Table 1, Figure 1). We also benefited from engaging the
Chicago Asthma Consortium’s Community Advisory Board, which includes 12 stakeholders (3
of the 12 individuals were also part of other stakeholder groups above), including individuals
with asthma, caregivers of children with asthma, and community educators and leaders.
The Respiratory Health Association and Chicago Asthma Consortium had long-standing
relationships in the community, including with caregivers of children with asthma. The
investigators relied on the Respiratory Health Association and Chicago Asthma Consortium,
when needed, to engage caregivers of children with asthma to participate in decisions
regarding the design and conduct of research, rather than directly recruiting caregivers.
Throughout the study, over 60 caregivers, outpatient doctors, ED clinicians and CHWs acted
as both as study informants and as reviewers who contributed to multiple iterations of the
interventions. Pre-existing relationships between the various stakeholders and a partial
overlap (3 individuals) between the Community Advisory Board and other stakeholder
groups were helpful in obtaining meaningful stakeholder participation.

8

Table 1: CHICAGO Plan consortium members
Stakeholder group

Organizations

Number of
stakeholders

6 Chicago hospital systems

Rush University Medical Center

2

Lurie Children’s Hospital

2

University of Chicago

2

UI Health System

2

Sinai Hospital

2

Stroger Hospital (Cook County)

2

Chicago Dept. of Public Health

1

Sinai Urban Health Institute

2 + 8 CHWs

Respiratory Health Association (RHA)

3

Chicago Asthma Consortium (CAC)

2

CAC Advisory Board

12

State-wide collaboration of emergency
departments

Illinois Emergency Department Surveillance
Program (IEDASP)

1

Additional researchers

Illinois Institute of Technology’s Institute of
Design

2

City and community partners

E.2. How the balance of stakeholder perspectives was conceived and
achieved: We benefited from numerous asthma-centered projects in Chicago that took
place over the previous two decades, including the discussions at the 2012 Chicago Emergency
Department Asthma Summit – which occurred before the release of the PCORI Funding
Announcement for Treatment Options for African Americans and Hispanics/Latinos with
Uncontrolled Asthma in June 2013).20 These various stakeholder engagement activities
allowed our consortium to build the relationships needed to integrate diverse stakeholder
9

perspectives about CHICAGO Plan goals and approaches. Also, the CHICAGO Plan employed
methods of user-centered design (also known as human-centered design), which uses
contextual inquiry to identify and resolve multiple stakeholder requirements in the design of
interventions and procedures.21-25 User-centered design is a field of practice that includes
research expertise to examine real-world conditions and behaviors of individuals to inform
solutions that are optimized for specific activities and end-user needs. These methods have
proven effective at improving processes, products and services in other industries, and now
are being adopted by health systems to improve care delivery operations. Contextual inquiry
included in situ (direct) observations in the EDs as patients receive care and in the homes of
the target population. These direct observations proved useful in balancing stakeholder
perspectives at various stages of study.

E.3. Methods used to identify and recruit stakeholder partners: Study investigators
had a history of collaborating with the Respiratory Health Association and the Chicago Asthma
Consortium. Early in the study planning stage, study investigators sought input from
participants in the 2012 Chicago Emergency Department Asthma Summit and used “snowball”
sampling, a nonprobability sampling technique where existing stakeholders assisted in
identifying and in recruiting additional stakeholders. This approach to stakeholder
identification and recruitment allowed us to build on pre-existing collaborative relationships.

E.4. Methods, modes, and intensity of engagement: We sought input from various
stakeholders during all phases of the study (planning, conduct, synthesis), as described in
related publications (Section L.). Stakeholder included children with uncontrolled asthma and
their caregivers, front-line clinicians in the ED and outpatient clinics, CHWs, health system
administrators, the Chicago Department of Public Health, and researchers. The Steering
committee was responsible for making all scientific decisions for the CHICAGO Plan and was
composed of the contact principal investigator for the CHICAGO Plan (chair of the Steering
Committee) and investigators representing other organizations participating in the CHICAGO
Plan (the 6 Clinical centers, the Chicago Department of Public Health, the Chicago Asthma
10

Consortium, the Respiratory Health Association, the Illinois Asthma Surveillance Program, and
the Illinois Institute of Technology's Institute of Design). Stakeholder engagement was
facilitated by the development of workgroups that were responsible for various study
activities and for making recommendations to the Steering committee. The
Patient/stakeholder workgroup was co-led by representatives of the Chicago Asthma
Consortium and the Respiratory Health Association (Figure 1), who helped to identify and
include children and their caregivers as research partners in various tasks (e.g., defining the
intervention, selecting outcomes, designing recruitment and retention strategies) during the
planning and conduct of the CHICAGO Plan studies. Members of the Patient/stakeholder
workgroup also included design strategists, investigators from two asthma community groups
and representative investigators from the various clinical sites. The frequency of meetings for
this workgroup varied according to the stage of the study. During the planning period (first 12
months), this workgroup met as frequently as every 1 to 2 weeks; during subsequent stages of
the study, the workgroup met every 1 to 6 months.
Figure 1: CHICAGO Plan workgroups

Figure 1 Legend. Workgroups were responsible for various functions and included multiple stakeholders,
depending on interests of stakeholders and the needs of the study during the planning and conduct of the trial.
More details about workgroups is presented in a previous publication.25

In addition to its research activities, the Patient/stakeholder workgroup convened
multiple “immersion events” in the planning period to promote contribution and alignment of
11

the consortium. The first event was an ‘immersive analysis’ session which brought investigators
together to review data from the foundational research. A large research space was built
where data were displayed and organized by stages of the patient journey before, during, and
after a period of uncontrolled asthma. ED and outpatient clinician data was also displayed to
better understand the interactions and restrictions of the service system. This enabled the
consortium to apply its considerable expertise to the data and, conversely, that the consortium
built a shared understanding of findings. A second event was an ‘immersive review’ of the CHW
intervention. CHICAGO Plan consortium members were hosted in a large space that displayed a
360-degree perspective of the CHW design, from hiring to practice, and showcased a custommade documentary of CHWs training caregivers in their homes. The event and documentary
had the effect of helping the consortium understand the real-world conditions that the
CHICAGO intervention must fit. It also introduced the CHICAGO consortium investigators to the
CHWs who had been hired to deliver the intervention. A third event was a half day ‘co-design
workshop’ in which CHWs partnered with designers to prototype an in-home asthma education
tool for CHICAGO to fit the real-world conditions in which CHWs work. The co-design session
was used to outline the overall home visit structure, sequence educational goals, identify
culturally-appropriate visual and verbal language for patient-facing material, and prototype an
integrated binder system to allow CHWs to perform training using one hand while standing up,
as some home circumstances require.
One to two times per year, the workgroup also convened members of the Chicago Asthma
Consortium’s Community Advisory Board, which includes individuals with asthma, caregivers of
children with asthma, community educators, and community leaders, to participate in the
review and revisions to study materials and methods to enhance recruitment and retention of
children and caregivers as study participants. Use of existing infrastructure for community
engagement, rather than assembling a group of individuals for study-specific activities, helped
us to more quickly engage and sustain input from relevant community stakeholders through all
stages of the study.
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We also established additional workgroups to coordinate additional functional activities. A
Regulatory workgroup included project managers from each clinical center, and two clinicians
(one who practices in the ED and one who practices in the ambulatory setting). This workgroup
was responsible for developing model documents for the IRBs and ensuring compliance with
institutional policies and U.S. laws governing human subjects research. The Asthma guidelines
workgroup included co-investigators with expertise in asthma guidelines as it relates to the
management of asthma in the ED and in the ambulatory setting. This workgroup was developed
to ensure that the study protocol in the ED and post-ED settings were scientifically supported
and consistent with national asthma guidelines. The Emergency medicine workgroup included
an investigator from the Illinois Emergency Department Asthma Surveillance Program and ED
investigators from each Clinical center. This workgroup was responsible for obtaining support
from the ED leadership at the 6 Clinical centers for implementation of the study and assisting in
the development of the study protocol for ED-based activities. The Publications workgroup
includes investigators representing different stakeholder perspectives (community, ED clinical
care, asthma clinical care, clinical research, communication design). This workgroup was
responsible for recommending policies and procedures for the review and approval of research
presentations, posters, abstracts, and publications, as well as information used for press
releases and social media. The CHW coordinating center included a CHW training specialist
who is also a certified asthma educator, two CHW field supervisors, a representative from the
Chicago Department of Public Health, and investigators with clinical and research expertise
using CHWs in asthma. Some but not all of the clinical centers had previously employed CHWs
as part of their study teams. The CHW coordinating center serves as shared infrastructure
for the CHICAGO Plan and was responsible for developing and implementing procedures for
recruiting, training, and supervising CHWs deployed at the 6 clinical centers.

E.5. Perceived or measured impact of engagement on:
E.5.a. Relevance of the research questions: The research question was developed and
refined in collaboration with our stakeholders, who helped to identify the target population,
the need to evaluate interventions in the ED and in the home, and in the selection of primary
13

and secondary outcomes.25 Stakeholder input was also key to modifying the study name from
the “CHICAGO Trial” (original study name) to the “CHICAGO Plan” (revised study name),
because of concerns that the word “Trial” may incorrectly imply that the study was focused on
civil or criminal court proceedings.

E.5.b. Study design, processes and outcomes: Our stakeholders helped to shape the
study eligibility criteria to be practical and representative and the need for a randomized
clinical trial design, including a control group to provide high-quality evidence. While
stakeholders supported the design and conduct of an individual-level (patient-level)
randomized clinical effectiveness trial, stakeholders expressed a preference for ensuring all
children, regardless of study group, benefited from participation. Random allocation to a
usual care group that mimicked current practice was not considered acceptable, because of
known gaps between evidence and practice. Also, there were concerns about recruitment
and retention if 1 in 3 participants were not likely to derive any benefits from study
participation. Thus, all groups (including the “usual care” participants) received inhaler
technique education and two spacers at no cost to facilitate appropriate use of inhaled rescue
medications typically prescribed for symptom relief in asthma. Stakeholder input was
therefore key in the decision to include an “Enhanced usual care” group, rather than a “usual
care” group, as a control condition.
Direct observation of patient flow in EDs and interviews with ED staff indicated that
patient education was typically placed at the weakest moment—at the tail end of discharge —
when caregivers and patients were most fatigued and least able to make use of the
information. Placing the study activities late in the ED stay could also reduce interest in study
enrollment. In the immersive analysis session, the Steering Committee collectively reviewed
these data and responded with a study design modification that moved the recruitment,
enrollment and randomization, and intervention activities earlier in the ED stay – the multihour treatment and observation period. This shift in timing of study activities introduced the
potential for participants who were enrolled to subsequently meet an exclusion criterion (e.g.,
admitted to an intensive care unit) that would require termination from the study. The
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potential advantages of earlier enrollment were considered sufficiently important to offset the
potential for terminating participants due ineligibility.
Stakeholder input was also used to obtain and finalize design requirements for the
provider-level and patient-level interventions, including the paper-based decision support and
communication tool for healthcare providers, children, and their caregivers (CHICAGO Action
Plan after Emergency department discharge, “CAPE”). Stakeholder input indicated gaps in
discharge instructions typically provided to children and their caregivers in the ED, and the need
for the CAPE to include information about: i) home medications and follow-up appointment
(instructions broken down into clear steps, illustrations to clarify/teach unfamiliar terms, check
boxes to trigger discussions with caregivers, colored stickers to distinguish between inhaler
types); ii) symptom recognition and action steps (stoplight structure to organize actions specific
to different levels of danger, illustrations to facilitate recognition by the child and caregivers of
child’s status, call-outs with jargon free terms); iii) trigger recognition and reduction
(illustrations of triggers for clinicians to aid conversations, room for caregivers to co-design
control strategies, prompts about home environment, and tips and strategies that promote
self-management); and iv) a ‘smart’ document with a QR code to link smart phones to more online asthma resources, step-by-step instructions to help understand proper inhaler technique,
and simple language to help children teach themselves and siblings.
ED staff also highlighted that using the newly designed CAPE required additional work or
new workflows; they expressed a preference for evaluating the effects of the CAPE tool on
outcomes before they would be able to incorporate the completion of the CAPE in their own
workflows. In response, the CHICAGO Plan was modified to incorporate a member of the study
team, an ED coordinator, to complete the CAPE in ED in collaboration with the ED clinicians and
to obtain a signature on the completed CAPE attesting to its accuracy. The ED coordinator
would then review the completed CAPE with the child and caregiver before ED discharge.
CHWs were repositioned as ‘Community Asthma Educators’ in response to CHW
feedback that a more precise title would help the caregivers better understand the role and
responsibility of the CHW in the context of the CHICAGO Plan. Additionally, feedback suggested
CHWs wear street clothes rather than scrubs to their first home appointment to better reflect
15

their membership in the community and to increase their acceptability to caregivers. CHWs also
participated in the “immersive review” to provide feedback to study investigators regarding the
feasibility and fit of home-based interventions (see Section E.4). Among the notable
contributions was the change in the implementation plan for home interventions to include a
mix of “priority” and “optional” competencies reviewed at each home visit, providing an
opportunity for CHWs to personalize the sessions to the needs of caregivers and children.
Engaging CHWs directly, through both a co-design and the immersion sessions, generated more
inclusion and a stronger alignment with the CHICAGO study goals. Engaging ED clinicians and
administrators at a variety of participating health systems during the planning period also
helped to ensure diverse, and relevant perspectives required to plan and implement the trial.
Stakeholder feedback was used to select 1 primary outcome for the child and 1 primary
outcome for the caregiver, in recognition of input re-affirming the impact of the child’s level of
asthma control on caregivers’ ability to work and meet other responsibilities. Some other
previous studies in pediatric asthma have also included an assessment of outcomes in children
and in caregivers.15,17

E.5.c. Study rigor and quality: See Section E.5.b. (individual-level randomization,
Enhanced usual care group).

E.5.d. Participant recruitment: The CHICAGO Plan was designed to take place as children
with uncontrolled asthma receive care in the ED, a challenging setting in which to conduct
research. However, the lack of practice-based research in this setting has contributed to
provider- and patient-level implementation gaps and health disparities among at-risk
populations. We therefore sought stakeholder input and reviewed the published literature to
implement several strategies to reduce barriers to recruitment and retention.26,27
Our on-site observations in the ED indicated that the time spent by children and
caregivers in the ED occurs in several distinct phases, which altogether could vary between
about 2 to 8 or more hours: 1) waiting room (0 to 2 hours); 2) triage desk (<5 minutes); 3)
asthma treatment (2 to 6 hours, or more); and 4) receipt of discharge instructions (5 to 20
16

minutes). Based on these findings and interviews with caregivers, ED clinicians, and
administrators, it was determined that children or caregivers may not be interested in the
study if approached “too early,” when the child was too ill for the child or caregiver to
participate in the informed consent process or for the treating clinicians to complete their
initial assessments or treatment plan. Likewise, stakeholders indicated that approaching
children and their caregivers at the end of their ED visit just prior to leaving the ED was not
feasible. Children and their caregiver may be eager to return home and clinicians and
administrators may be reluctant to use a patient care area within the ED for research activities
after completing discharge processes, especially if there are other patients waiting to be seen.
We incorporated stakeholder input and a review of published literature to develop and
implement multiple approaches to engaging children and their caregivers in the CHICAGO
Plan, which we hoped would help us to successfully recruit participants in a busy ED setting
and retain the participants during the follow-up period (Table 2).
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Table 2: Approaches to engage children and their caregivers in the CHICAGO Plan
1

Minimize study burden (e.g., reduce wait times and length of visits; schedule visits around participant's
availability, such as weeknights or weekends; minimize in-person visits)

2

Demonstrate appreciation (verbal and non-verbal cues, offer reimbursements) when participants complete
study activities

3

Design eligibility criteria so that the intervention addresses the needs of patients

4

Provide patient education (e.g., inhaler technique), free spacers, coloring books, send thank you cards and
birthday cards, and schedule visits with the same study staff to promote relationships between participants
and study

5

Send reminders via text, phone, voice mail, or email (as per caregiver preference) for upcoming or missed
follow-up visits

6

Created “letter of participation” for participants needing documentation they are part of a research study
and to acknowledge their participation

7

Provide opportunities for participants to tailor their "dose" of the intervention, such as deciding on topics
during home visits, or the number of home visits

8

Offers to complete visits outside of home (e.g., local fast food establishment, apartment complex
courtyard) if participant is hesitant about completing visit in their home

9

Obtain multiple sources of contact information, add contact information for study staff to participants
phone so that the participant is more likely to answer a call from CHICAGO Plan study

10

Developed materials that are culturally aligned with the study population

11

Hire and train culturally diverse study staff for study activities

E.5.e. Transparency of the research process: Study procedures and updates were
reviewed regularly during: (i) meetings 1 to 2 times per month with the CHICAGO Plan Steering
Committee [A30] (CHICAGO Plan PI, and 2 investigators from each of 6 clinical sites, 1
representative of the Data Coordinating Center, 2 investigators from Illinois Institute of
Technology’s Institute of Design, 1 representative from the Chicago Asthma Consortium, 1
representative from the Respiratory Health Association, 1 representative from the CHW
Coordinating Center, 1 representative from the Illinois Emergency Department Asthma
Surveillance Program, and 1 representative of the Chicago Department of Public Health); (ii)
meetings 1 to 2 times per year with an independent Data and Safety Monitoring Board (5
members, including 1 chair with extensive expertise in multi-center clinical trials, 2
18

pediatricians, 1 statistician, and 1 caregiver); and (iii) annual reviews by the Institutional
Review Boards at participating institutions (IRB #s 2014- 0412, 2014-1214, 2017-0888
[University of Illinois at Chicago]; 2014-056 [Illinois Institute of Technology]; 2014-15829,
2015-337 [Lurie Children’s Hospital]; MSH#14-10, MSH#15-06 [Mount Sinai Hospital]; 140534, 14-1530 [University of Chicago]; 14-095, 15-025 [Cook County Hospital]; and 13083001IRB01, 15011506-IRB01 [Rush University Medical Center]). We submitted draft written
agendas prior to the meeting and written summaries of discussions and next steps after each
meeting.

E.5.f. Adoption of research evidence into practice: Our stakeholders have expressed
interest in disseminating study findings through various stakeholder channels. Stakeholders
including the Respiratory Health Association have already posted information on their
websites indicating forthcoming results. We are in discussions with stakeholders to identify
dissemination and implementation activities commensurate with study findings. A member of
the CHICAGO consortium is collaborating with another group on the recently-funded NHLBI
U01 research project “An Asthma Collaboration to Reduce Childhood Asthma Disparities on
the Navajo Nation,” which could help to expand the use of the CAPE to the Navajo pediatric
population.
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F. METHODS
The project included planning activities (Aim 1) and the conduct of a pragmatic trial (Aim
2). We have organized the Methods by Aim for clarity.

F.1. Aim 1. Complete planning activities, including qualitative interviews with
caregivers, clinicians, and CHWs, to finalize the study design;
We conducted planning activities in Aim 1 to inform the design of the clinical trial
proposed in Aim 2. The methods and findings of these planning activities have previously been
described in Section E of the Draft Final Research Report and in several peer-reviewed
manuscripts.21-25 In brief, we developed a Patient/stakeholder workgroup and elicited input
from >50 individuals. Our approach to planning can be described as a sequence of five steps: 1)
Content analysis of tools currently used to facilitate transitions from the ED to home and
asthma home visits by CHWs, and review of asthma guideline recommendations to design
“provotypes,” or prototypes intentionally crafted to provoke participants to discuss current
beliefs, current practices and acceptable future practices; 2) Multi-stakeholder research
employing contextual inquiry in 9 caregiver homes and 6 EDs to observe the everyday context
and experience of caring for children with asthma; focus groups (1 for caregivers, 1 for CHWs)
to understand barriers and challenges to asthma care in the home and community; key
informant interviews with 6 ED doctors, 4 ED nurses, 4 ED administrative nurses, 5 outpatient
doctors to investigate knowledge gaps, drivers of practice variation, and utilization and
perceived effectiveness of current tools and practices; 3) Analysis and visual modeling to
identify and organize design requirements across user groups; 4) Prototyping and refinement
to propose three directions back to a subset of original study participants (3 ED doctors, 1 ED
nurse, 2 admin nurses and 3 caregivers) for feedback and refinement; and 5) Review and
evaluation of a final solution with a panel of asthma experts for content and newly recruited
participants (6 ED doctors, 6 ED nurses, and 8 caregivers) for fit, feasibility and preference over
existing discharge tools. Focus groups and key informant interviews were audio recorded and
transcribed; analysis of transcripts employed Grounded Theory to produce major themes and
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subthemes; field notes and photographs were analyzed to prioritize the environmental context
through coding of People, Objects, Environments, Messages and Services. Also, we employed
user-centered design principles to identify and categorize participant’s design requirements for
asthma care support. All study protocols for the planning and clinical trial phases were
cooperatively developed and reviewed by all CHICAGO Plan stakeholders.

F.2. Aim 2. Compare the effectiveness of a structured discharge and
communication tool (ED-only) vs. this tool plus in-home support (ED-plus-home)
vs. Enhanced usual care in children presenting to an ED with uncontrolled asthma.
In secondary analyses, examine the potential for heterogeneity of treatment
effects.
F.2.1. Study overview and design
The study employed a three-arm pragmatic clinical trial design using randomization with
two active interventions (ED-only and ED-plus home) and a concurrent control group (Enhanced
usual care) to provide a rigorous evidence base applicable to routine clinical practice (Figure
2). A pragmatic trial is a clinical trial that deliberately prioritizes design elements (e.g.,
population eligibility, intervention specifications) that are feasible to implement and evaluate in
“real-world” conditions, rather than closer to the efficacy end of the effectiveness-to-efficacy
continuum.12,13,25 The results of Aim 1 were used to ensure that the interventions were tailored
to the interests of end-users, including patients, caregivers, front-line clinicians, and
administrators and feasible to initiate in an ED setting, and that collection of baseline and
follow-up outcomes minimized participant burden. Moreover, the in-person enrollment and
baseline visit also occurred while the participants received care in the ED, and follow-up visits
occurred primarily by telephone, rather than in-person. The random allocation sequence was
generated by a computerized random number generator. We employed block-stratified
randomization with permuted blocks to promote balance in number of participants in each of
the three study groups. Strata were based on 1) Clinical center (to account for possible
differences in care or patient characteristics across the study sites); and 2) Child’s race (black or
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non-black; administrative data suggested that the majority of children we would enroll would
be black and that further stratification by race/ethnicity would not be feasible).
Staff who enrolled participants, collected baseline data, and collected outcome data
were masked to the treatment group assignment of individual participants (concealed
allocation sequence). It was not possible to mask staff conducting patient care interventions to
treatment allocation, but they were not involved in collecting the primary or secondary
outcomes. As participants in this study were likely to become aware of which treatment group
they are assigned to following randomization, there were risks of a Hawthorne effect (change in
behavior as a result of monitoring alone), risks of information bias when answering questions
for the patient-reported outcomes (the co-primary outcomes and several secondary outcomes),
and risks of selection bias due to participants dropping out for different reasons in the three
treatment groups. To minimize these threats to internal validity, we sought and received IRB
approval to employ incomplete disclosure of the interventions in the CHICAGO study during
informed consent.28,29 In the IRB-approved consent documents, the study is described as
testing different communication strategies combining written and verbal instructions. We also
offered all study participants educational materials on a plasticized doorknob hanger (e.g.,
recommendations for influenza vaccinations; What is asthma?; How the lungs work), which we
adapted from a previous study.15

F.2.2. Participants
Children age 5 to 11 years with uncontrolled asthma to the ED formed the target
population. We selected this target population based on stakeholder input to address gaps in
the evidence about the most effective strategy to improve care transitions in this high-risk
population. Trained research coordinators used IRB-approved recruitment strategies to review
ED admissions to identify the target population (see Enrollment process below for more
information). Research coordinators asked treating physicians to confirm the admission
diagnosis and give permission to obtain assent and written informed consent from children and
their caregivers, based on individual IRB preferences. Eligibility criteria were designed to be
clinically relevant and feasible to implement in an ED setting. To be eligible, patients needed to
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meet all inclusion criteria and none of the exclusion criteria listed below (the original study
eligibility criteria are listed below; revisions to the eligibility criteria are described in Section
F.2.10).
Inclusion criteria: 1) Child is 5-11 years of age (a population in whom a diagnosis of asthma is
generally reliable, and in whom exacerbations are common); 2) Child is presenting to the ED,
urgent care center, or observation unit at a participating clinical center (Anne and Robert H.
Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago, Sinai Health System’s Mount Sinai Hospital, John H. Stroger
Jr. Hospital of Cook County Health & Hospitals System, Rush University Medical Center,
University of Chicago Center Comer Children’s Hospital, and the University of Illinois Hospital &
Health Sciences System); 3) Child is treated with at least 1 dose of an inhaled or nebulized
short-acting bronchodilator (quick-relief medication); 4) Child is treated with a systemic
corticosteroid; 5) Child and caregiver approached to consider enrolling in the study at least 1
hour after receipt of the first dose of quick-relief medication or systemic corticosteroids,
whichever occurred last; 6) Diagnosis of asthma exacerbation by treating clinician; 7) Treating
ED clinician indicates the child is likely to be discharged to home; and 8) Caregiver reports that
English or Spanish is the preferred language at home.
Exclusion criteria: 1) Caregiver declines to provide informed consent, or the child declines to
provide assent; 2) Child is discharged to a location other than home (e.g., hospital or another
healthcare facility); 3) Child or another member of the child’s primary household is a current or
previous participant in the CHICAGO Plan; 4) Child is enrolled in another study involving a
health-related intervention; 5) A CHW is already visiting the home as part of another program;
6) Child is expected to move out of Chicago within the next 6 months.
Enrollment process / Forming the study cohort: Patients were identified by ED Coordinators
monitoring Electronic Health Records of patients presenting to the ED for children who fit prescreening criteria or identified by ED clinicians, who would text or call their CHICAGO Plan ED
coordinators to inform them that a potentially eligible patient had presented to the ED.
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Consecutive patients were approached Monday to Saturday, 8:00AM to 10:00PM. The actual
days and times varied by ED, depending on ED volumes on any given day, and in some cases
included times before 8:00AM or after 10:00PM or on Sundays. We developed and deployed a
system of cross-coverage among ED coordinators, so that coordinators at one site could provide
extended coverage at other sites. ED coordinators approached treating clinicians to confirm
the diagnosis of uncontrolled asthma in children and to obtain verbal assent to approach the
caregiver and the child. Based on stakeholder feedback (Section E.5.d), the CHICAGO Plan team
elected to initiate recruitment activities at least 1 hour into the “treatment room” phase of the
ED stay in children with a diagnosis of uncontrolled asthma as per the treating clinician. After
obtaining the clinician’s assent, ED coordinators provided children and their caregivers
education about inhaler technique for metered dose inhalers (MDI) and gave them two free
MDI spacers. Assessments of eligibility and soliciting written informed consent from the
caregiver and assent from the child occurred after the teaching was completed. This “lead-byteaching” approach was intended to enhance the care of all children with uncontrolled asthma
(enhanced usual care) and thereby build support from clinicians, caregivers, and children for
the study activities in the ED. Following informed consent, ED coordinators collected baseline
data and randomized participants.
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Figure 2: CHICAGO Plan study schema

Figure 2 Legend. Children ages 5 to 11 years who presented with uncontrolled asthma to the emergency department (ED) were randomly
allocated to one of three groups: Enhanced usual care vs. ED-only intervention vs. an ED-plus-home intervention. The ED-only intervention
consisted of a decision support and communication tool for discharge instructions tailored to EDs serving a high proportion of black and Latino
children 5 to 11 years with uncontrolled asthma (the CHICAGO Action Plan after Emergency department discharge, CAPE). The ED-plus-home
intervention consisted of the CAPE plus community health worker (CHW)-led home visits at 2-3 days, 2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months, and 6 months
after ED discharge to help implement the CAPE and reduce environmental triggers. Outcomes were assessed at baseline (in-person prior to ED
discharge), 1 month (via phone), 3 months (via phone), and 6 months (in-home or phone; pre-specified time for the primary outcome) after ED
discharge. A 12-month follow-up visit by phone was discontinued due to low retention rates.
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Sample size/power: We proposed to enroll and randomize 640 participants over 15 months
(~200-215 for each of the 3 treatment groups). Assuming evaluable data in 80% of enrolled
participants (n=512 of 640) at 6 months (the time-point for the analyses of the primary
outcomes), sample size calculations suggested ample power. Our approach was based on the
methods of Rochon,30 with a Bonferroni adjustment for 3 pair-wise comparisons (2-sided α
=0.05/3 =0.0167; enhanced usual care and two active intervention groups), power 80%, 4
measurements per individual (0, 1, 3, and 6 months), within individual correlation 0.80,
correction for within ED clustering (design effect of 2), and a coefficient of determination (R2)
for control of individual-level demographics = 0.15. Based on these considerations, a sample
size of 426 (well within the expected sample size of 512) was estimated to be sufficient for a
minimum detectable difference of 0.35 standard deviations (SDs), midway between Cohen’s
“small” [0.2 SDs] and “medium” [0.5 SDs] effect sizes, for each of the two co-primary
continuous outcomes compared pairwise across the three treatment groups.31 The minimum
detectable difference of 0.35 SDs corresponds to sufficient power to detect a T-score difference
of 3.5, which is approximately mid-way between estimates of the minimally important
difference (MID) for PROMIS T-scores (2 to 5).32-34

F.2.4. Interventions and comparator
All children who participated in the CHICAGO Plan received asthma care per their ED
clinicians. Based on stakeholder feedback, CHICAGO Plan ED Coordinators provided all
participants two metered dose inhaler (MDI) spacers free-of-charge and used teach-to-goal
methodology (repeated rounds of education and evaluation until the child achieves mastery) to
educate the child and the caregiver about appropriate MDI inhaler technique.35,36 Patient
education regarding the MDI device was selected because it is commonly used for quick-relief
medications and is also the device for many inhaled controller medications. Children were then
randomly assigned to either of two active comparators or to an Enhanced usual care condition
(Section E.5.b for the rationale for an “Enhanced usual care” control condition, rather than
“usual care”). The allocation of the child to one of three groups was concealed from the
coordinator until the time of randomization.
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F.2.4.1 ED-only intervention
There is limited evidence to support interventions directed at ED clinicians to increase
adherence to asthma practice guidelines.21,37 A previous single-center study in Canada (219
children, 62% white) demonstrated that a paper-based decision support and communication
tool, compared to usual care, improved the quality of care (e.g., children were more likely to
receive a prescription for inhaled corticosteroids on ED discharge and more likely to use inhaled
corticosteroids after ED discharge) and increased the proportion of children with wellcontrolled asthma at 4 weeks after ED discharge.15 On the basis of this promising evidence in a
different patient population, we designed the CAPE as a culturally tailored and literacyappropriate communication tool for use on ED discharge; the CAPE was developed with
stakeholders as described in Section F and used best practices from the field of user-centered
design (also known as human-centered design; Table 3, Figure 3).22-24
The CAPE incorporated health literacy and information design principles tailored to the
study population (e.g., maximum Flesch-Kincaid 6th reading grade level; reduced word count,
sentence length, text blocks, and medical jargon; consistent use of typographic hierarchy and
underlying grid; and key information presented in illustration and callouts; use of terms
understood by the target population). The CAPE tool used simplified language, visual learning,
and options for individualization to facilitate communication about discharge instructions
between clinicians and the child and caregiver. We used a co-design process (people working
together) that included front-line clinicians, children, and their caregivers to ensure that the
CAPE fit the contexts of use in the ED, home, and became a communication support at a followup outpatient visit. By doing so, the CAPE was designed to serve as a provider-level and
patient-level intervention. The CAPE served as a “check-list” for clinicians and supported
guideline-recommended asthma care on ED discharge (a course of systemic corticosteroids;
daily inhaled corticosteroids or other controller; as needed quick-relief inhaled medication;
education about the medications and appropriate inhaler technique; education about asthma
trigger avoidance; and a post-discharge follow-up appointment). Because the CAPE also used
child- and caregiver-friendly visual and verbal language, the CAPE also supported appropriate
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asthma self-management in the home and discussions at the first post-ED outpatient
encounter.
Because ED clinicians were required to document their asthma instructions in the
electronic health records, they were reluctant to duplicate this work and also complete the
CAPE tool. Therefore, the intervention was designed to be delivered by ED Coordinators who
completed the CAPE tool in the ED after consulting with the child’s clinicians and reviewing the
discharge instructions in the electronic health records. The ED Coordinators then used the CAPE
as a communication support to review the ED discharge instructions and the teach-back
method to improve and confirm the children’s and caregivers’ understanding of discharge
instructions. The child and caregiver were then provided the CAPE for them to use at home and
at their follow-up outpatient visit. The CAPE tool was only available for children in the
intervention groups to minimize the risk of intervention contamination across study groups.
Table 3: Guideline based care integration into caregiver and ED clinician support tool. Adapted
from previous publications.22-24
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Figure 3: Design features of the CAPE tool. Adapted from previous publications.22-24
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F.2.4.2 ED-plus-home intervention
Multi-component home-based interventions (e.g., self-management skills training to use
medications appropriately, avoidance of environmental triggers, and recognition of asthma
warning signs that should lead to medical attention) conducted by CHWs improve clinical
outcomes in children and caregiver quality of life.16-19 Studies to date, however, focused on
children who were referred to CHW programs recruited in the ambulatory setting. The
effectiveness of CHW-led home-based interventions in children enrolled from the ED, however,
had not been previously tested. CHWs, also known as “lay health workers,” are community
members who serve as connectors between healthcare consumers and
needed services (e.g., arranging transportation; scheduling an appointment). The CHICAGO
Plan CHW Coordinating Center was responsible for the recruitment, training, and supervision of
CHWs.(Figure 2)25
Participants randomly allocated to the ED-plus-home intervention received the same
ED-only intervention described in Section F.2.4.1, but were also offered up to 5 home visits over
6 months conducted by a CHW to: 1) assist in the implementation of the ED discharge
instructions, 2) update the asthma treatment plan with input from the patient’s ambulatory
clinician, 3) develop a plan to manage asthma during school hours (e.g., access to quick-relief
medications, action plan in case of respiratory difficulty), and 4) develop a specific and feasible
plan to reduce environmental triggers at home (e.g., environmental tobacco smoke, roach,
mice).25 In brief, environmental tobacco smoke was a focus of trigger avoidance because
exposure to it is prevalent in this population, increases morbidity due to asthma, and is
actionable. Emphasis was placed on pest allergens because inner city homes have high levels of
exposure to both cockroach and mouse allergen, and both of these are common sensitizers and
associated with significant morbidity including respiratory symptoms and healthcare utilization.
Supplies to reduce or eliminate these triggers (cockroach gel and traps, rodent traps, steel
wool, caulk, airtight food storage containers) were provided free-of-charge to children
randomly assigned to ED-plus-home intervention. Participants in this intervention group also
received an asthma-friendly cleaning kit with irritant-free cleaning supplies (spray bottle,
scratch-free sponge, baking soda, white vinegar, and liquid cleansers) and instructions for use.
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Depending on time and the interest of caregivers, the CHW also helped to develop specific
strategies to reduce other possible asthma triggers identified during the home visits (e.g., mold,
dust mites, pets, irritants and strong odors, cold or flu, extremes in weather, exercise, and
emotions). We selected five CHW-led home visits, based on previous studies which generally
use four to 6 home visits. Home visits were scheduled for 60 to 90 minutes, and occurred
approximately at 2-3 days, 2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months, and 6 months after ED discharge (Table
4).
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Table 4: Competencies reviewed at each home visit

Footer for Table 4. There were 5 home visits conducted by community health workers (CHWs) for children randomly allocated to the ED-plushome intervention group. Each visit is estimated to require 60 to 90 minutes to teach competencies. The CHW focuses on the “Priority” topics at
each home visit. Based on caregiver and the child’s interest, CHWs may review fewer or additional “Optional” topics. The 504 plan refers to
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which is an anti-discrimination civil rights statute that requires that the needs of students with
disabilities be met as adequately as the needs of the non-disabled. In the context of the CHICAGO Plan, the 504 plan is used to ensure that the
child with asthma receives appropriate accommodations while in school (e.g., ability to self-administer asthma medications while in school).
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F.2.4.3 Enhanced usual care
Based on stakeholder feedback, we modified usual care so that children in the “usual
care” group also received teaching about appropriate MDI technique and two MDI spacers freeof-charge. We therefore refer to this group as “Enhanced usual care” in the Results and
Discussion.

F.2.5. Study outcomes
The selection of primary outcomes was based on several criteria: 1) patientcenteredness, defined as domains identified as important by children and their caregivers, as
described in our previous publications;21-25 2) availability of validated measures in English and in
Spanish that could be administered in person and by telephone; (3) plausibility that such
measures could detect the effects of an effective intervention in the target population; and 4)
limited minimizing burden (e.g., time) for study participants. On this basis, we selected two
NIH PROMIS measures as primary outcomes (1 for the child and 1 for the caregiver). The NIH
Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) measures confer
several distinct advantages for pragmatic trials:38 1) Comparability—measures have been
standardized to be patient-centered, rather than disease-specific, permitting comparisons of
patient outcomes between the study groups and with the general U.S. population; 2) Reliability
and Validity— metrics for each domain have been rigorously reviewed and tested; 3)
Flexibility—PROMIS measures can be administered in a variety of ways (in person, telephone,
or via computer adaptive testing); for the CHICAGO Plan, the baseline visit occurred while the
patient is in the ED, so the administration will be in person. Follow-up visits occurred by phone
or in person to minimize participant burden (a key principle in effectiveness trials); and 4)
Inclusiveness—PROMIS encompasses all people, regardless of literacy, language, physical
function or life course.
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F.2.5.1 Primary outcomes:
1. The change in asthma impact at 6 months compared to the baseline assessed in the ED
served as the primary outcome in children. In children 5 to 7 years, we assessed asthma impact
using the PROMIS Parent Proxy Short Form v1.0 – Asthma Impact 8a.39,40 Higher Asthma Impact
scores indicate worse asthma in the child. This measure consists of the following eight items:
In the past 7 days… (response options: Never, Almost Never, Sometimes, Often, Almost Always):
1.

My child felt scared that he/she might have trouble breathing because of asthma

2.

My child's chest felt tight because of asthma

3.

My child felt wheezy because of his/her asthma

4.

My child had trouble breathing because of his/her asthma

5.

My child had trouble sleeping at night because of asthma

6.

It was hard for my child to play sports or exercise because of asthma

7.

It was hard for my child to take a deep breath because of asthma

8.

My child’s asthma bothered him/her

In children 8 to 11 years, we used the PROMIS Pediatric Short Form v1.0 – Asthma Impact 8a.
This measure consists of the following eight items:
In the past 7 days… (response options: Never, Almost Never, Sometimes, Often, Almost Always):
1.

I felt scared that I might have trouble breathing because of my asthma

2.

My chest felt tight because of my asthma

3.

I felt wheezy because of my asthma

4.

I had trouble breathing because of my asthma

5.

I had trouble sleeping at night because of my asthma

6.

It was hard for me to play sports or exercise because of my asthma

7.

It was hard to take a deep breath because of my asthma

8.

My asthma bothered me
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2. The change in Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles at 6 months compared to the
baseline assessed in the ED served as the primary outcome in the caregiver.41,42 Higher
Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles scores indicate greater satisfaction among
caregivers. The selection of this measure was based on input from caregivers who described
how the child’s asthma impacts their own (i.e., caregiver’s) ability to work and to perform other
daily routines. We are not aware of other studies that specifically used this PROMIS measure
in asthma intervention studies. To allow comparisons with other studies, we also included other
caregiver-specific measures as secondary outcomes (see below). We used the PROMIS Short
Form v1.0 – Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles 4a. This measure consists of the
following four items:
In the past 7 days… (response options: Not at all, A little bit, Somewhat, Quite a bit, Very much)
1.

I am satisfied with how much work I can do (include work at home)

2.

I am satisfied with my ability to work (include work at home)

3.

I am satisfied with my ability to do regular personal and household responsibilities

4.

I am satisfied with my ability to perform my daily routines
Raw scores for each PROMIS measure are re-scaled into a standardized T-score with a

mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10. Higher PROMIS T-scores indicate more of the
concept being measured (higher Asthma Impact Scale T-scores indicate more impact; higher
Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles T-scores indicate greater satisfaction). A T-score
of 40 and a T-score of 60 is one standard deviation below (SD) and above the U.S. general
population mean, respectively.32 A 2 to 5-unit or greater difference in T-scores (or about 0.2 SD
to 0.5 SD) is likely to be the minimum important difference (MID), though the MID following ED
discharge in the target population has not been established.32-34
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F.2.5.2 Secondary outcomes:
Several measures were selected for secondary outcomes to address recommendations of
national asthma guidelines, expressed preferences of caregivers and other stakeholders, and to
compare results of the CHICAGO Plan with previous studies.
1. Children: the Childhood Asthma Control Test (cACT),43-46 acute care visits (number of allcause urgent care visits, emergency department visits, hospitalizations, based on review of
electronic health records);47
2. Caregivers: the Pediatric Asthma Caregiver Quality of Life Questionnaire (PACQLQ);48-50 and
the PROMIS measures for Anxiety, Depression, Fatigue, and Sleep disturbance;51-54
3. Indicators of guideline-consistent asthma care on ED discharge:55 We reviewed the
electronic health records and (among children randomly allocated to the ED-plus-home or EDonly interventions) the CAPE document to assess the following indicators of guidelineconsistent discharge instructions provided to the child and caregiver prior to leaving the ED: a)
instructions to use a course of systemic corticosteroids at home (present, yes/no); b)
instructions to use inhaled corticosteroids or another controller medication at home (present,
yes/no); c) instructions to use quick-relief inhaled medications for symptom relief at home
(present, yes/no); and d) information about a follow-up appointment scheduled by ED staff
(present, yes/no).
4. Self-management after ED discharge: This includes filled prescriptions for systemic
corticosteroids, inhaled corticosteroids or other controller, and inhaled rescue medication
within 7 days of ED discharge (each recorded as yes/no). We relied on pharmacy dispensation
data for these outcomes; we requested dispensation data from pharmacies identified by study
participants as their source of medications. We requested these data for all study participants,
regardless of whether the medications were included in the ED discharge instructions, as
participants may have received prescriptions from post-ED providers. We also sought to
determine if the child attended a follow-up outpatient visit within 4 weeks of ED discharge by
reviewing the electronic health records at the index institution (or if the child identified an
asthma provider at another institution, requested a confirmation of outpatient visits with their
asthma provider via fax). In children who completed the 6-month follow-up visit in-person, we
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reviewed the child's MDI technique using a previously published inhaler checklist to identify
inhaler misuse (misuse, defined as< 75% steps correct, yes/no).35,36 At the 6 month follow-up
visit, we also asked the caregiver to report if the child lived with 1 or more smokers, if the
caregiver noted cockroaches in the home, and if the caregiver noted mice or rates in the
home.

F.2.6 Study setting
The CHICAGO Plan was a multi-center clinical trial of children as they presented with
uncontrolled asthma at one of these 6 Clinical centers in Chicago:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Anne and Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago
Sinai Health System’s Mount Sinai Hospital
John H. Stroger, Jr. Hospital of Cook County Health & Hospitals System
Rush University Medical Center
University of Chicago Medicine Comer Children’s Hospital
University of Illinois Hospital & Health Sciences System
Review of administrative data suggested a total of 1961 unique children (range 80 to

807 unique children at each site) age 5 to 11 years old were discharged from the ED with a
diagnosis of asthma each year. These 6 EDs served a predominantly minority population (70%
black, 17% Latino, 8% white, 5% other or unknown). We targeted EDs that offered care for the
West and South side of Chicago, areas with a disproportionately high volume of 911 calls for
asthma in children.
The Illinois Emergency Department Asthma Surveillance Project representative (a coinvestigator in the CHICAGO Plan) provided us masked data about site-level performance for
implementing asthma guideline-recommendations on ED discharge at the 6 sites.56,57 Findings
indicated a high-level of adherence (>80%) across all sites for the recommendation to prescribe
inhaled rescue medications at ED discharge. However, there was considerable practice
variation in providing instructions to use systemic corticosteroids, inhaled corticosteroids, and
arranging a follow-up appointment after ED discharge (68 to 100% of participants, 38 to 65% of
participants, and 55 to 100% of participants, respectively). While these data were based on
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manual chart reviews conducted in 2006, interviews with site investigators during the planning
period suggested that current performance was likely to be similar.
During the planning phase, we also assessed the readability of discharge documents
provided to children with uncontrolled asthma on ED discharged and noted site-level variability
as measured by the Flesch-Kinkaid grade level and reading ease scores (Figure 4).58 Both the
Flesch-Kinkaid grade level (maximum level 12) and the reading score (possible range 0 to 100)
are based on word length and sentence length but have different weighting factors. Lower
Flesch-Kinkaid grade levels and higher reading scores indicate greater readability. Findings
from this review of discharge instructions indicated that the readability of discharge
instructions was unlikely to meet the needs of the target population for the study.
Figure 4: Discharge document readability (Flesch-Kinkaid grade level and reading ease)

Legend for Figure 4. Readability of discharge documents from the ED for children age 5 to 11 years who presented
for uncontrolled asthma using the Flesch-Kinkaid grade level and reading ease scores (see text for details). Lower
Flesch-Kinkaid grade levels and higher reading scores indicate greater readability (see text for details). None of the
sites used discharge instructions with a readability grade level or reading ease score appropriate for children age 5
to 11 years. There was also substantial variability in the readability of discharge documents across all sites.

F.2.7. Time frame for the study
The total intervention period (including CHW-led home visits) was 6 months in the EDplus-home group and less than 1 day in the two other groups (ED-only; Enhanced usual
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care). After in-person enrollment and baseline data collection in the ED, study coordinators
collected follow-up outcomes at months 1 (via phone), 3 (via phone), 6 (via phone or home
visit), and 12 (via phone). The primary pre-specified time point for assessing primary outcomes
was 6 months after ED discharge to coincide with the end of the 6-month intervention period in
the ED-plus-home group. We proposed re-assessing outcomes at 12 months to examine the
durability of effects observed at 6 months. Changes in the follow-up period are discussed in
Section F.2.10.

F.2.8. Data collection and sources
The collection of outcomes after ED discharge was performed by trained, bilingual
(English and Spanish) research coordinators (Table 5). We convened staff meetings every 1 to 2
weeks to review study progress, and troubleshoot difficulty with study activities, including data
collection or management. The research coordinators attempted to contact participants by
phone with up to 10 call attempts for each time point during the follow-up period; if the
participant was unable to be contacted after 10 call attempts at the 6-month visit, they were
considered as lost to follow-up. If the 6 month in-person visit was not possible, research
coordinators offered to complete the 6 month follow-up visit by phone.
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Table 5: Data collection schedule

Footer for Table 5. Baseline and follow-up outcomes were collected by study staff from a range of sources.
EHR=electronic health records; cACT=Childhood Asthma Control Test; PACQLQ=Pediatric Asthma Caregiver’s
Quality of Life Questionnaire. If the 6-month visit was completed via phone, the cACT and assessment of inhaler
technique could not be assessed.
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Many aspects of our study design helped to reduce the frequency of missing data. We
designed the study to target a population not adequately served by current services, which
could have served as an incentive for clinicians to support the study and for participants to
remain in the study. We accommodated individual preferences as much as possible when
setting follow-up visits or data collection time-points. The study enrollment and data collection
were performed as participants received care (in the ED) and with reduced burden postdischarge (e.g., data collection largely by phone, rather than in-person). Also, we did not
equate treatment discontinuation with study drop-out; we encouraged participants to continue
in the study and provide outcomes data even if they no longer wished to remain in the
treatment group assigned by randomization. We also encouraged participants to continue in
the study by explaining the importance of completing the study with as many participants as
were enrolled to avoid selection bias.
We included a modest level of reimbursement to study participants for completing the
in-person and phone-based assessments (up to $150 for completing all data collection-related
assessments). We considered increasing the reimbursement for completing outcome
assessments as incentive but worried that higher reimbursements would not likely be provided
outside of research settings (i.e., within an operating healthcare system). Reasons for
withdrawing from the study or lost to follow-up were collected when possible by interviewing
caregivers, and reported in a participant flow diagram.

F.2.9. Analytical and statistical approaches
Baseline sociodemographic and clinical characteristics in the intervention and control
groups were compared using the frequency and percentages for categorical variables and
median with inter-quartile or mean with SD for continuous variables. The primary time point
for analyses was at 6 months after randomization; secondary time points were at 1 month and
3 months after randomization.
We conducted a series of analyses of primary and secondary outcomes that were based
on the intention-to-treat principle. In unadjusted, complete-case analyses, we first examined
the between-group difference at 1, 3, and 6 months in analyses that did not adjust for baseline
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characteristics and ignored missing data using the Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, chi-square tests, or
Fisher’s exact tests, as appropriate.
Primary outcomes
For the primary outcomes, we then conducted between-group comparisons at 1, 3, and
6 months that accounted for baseline characteristics but ignored study participants with
missing outcome data (adjusted complete-case analyses) and after multiple imputation for
missing data (adjusted analyses after multiple imputation). We first checked the missing
completely at random (MCAR) assumption and then employed a multiple imputation
strategy.59-61 We found that the current outcome missingness was not statistically associated
with previous observed outcomes across time. Additional characteristics were compared
between participants with and without missing primary outcome data across time using Chisquare tests for categorical variables and Wilcoxon rank-sum test for continuous variables. No
statistical difference was observed between the two groups (i.e., with and without missing coprimary outcomes, Appendix M1). We therefore used a fully conditional specification (FCS)
approach to impute the missing values with variables of interest in the primary analysis models
for 30 imputations. The raw and imputed data had similar distributions (mean, standard
deviation, minimum and maximum values).
Since the two primary outcomes were not normally distributed, we used generalized
estimating equations (GEE) to examine the effect of intervention group on outcomes at 1, 3,
and 6 months compared to that of the Enhanced usual care group using ordinal logistic
regression models; the continuous dependent variables in these models were categorized into
quartiles. The main predictors in the GEE models were time (0, 1, 3, and 6 months),
intervention group, and their interactions. We also included several pre-specified covariates:
race (Black vs. non-Black), ethnicity (Latino vs. non-Latino), gender (boy vs. girl), health
insurance (Public aid vs. Other), site enrolled (sites 1 to 6), number of all-cause acute care use in
the 12 months prior to enrollment (at least one vs. none). The GEE ordinal logistic regression
models were employed to estimate the intervention effect using adjusted odds ratios (ORs) for
higher quartiles of the dependent variables by inspecting the beta-coefficients for the
interaction terms between study groups and time. Since higher scores on the Asthma Impact
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Scale indicate worse asthma in children, an OR > 1.0 in these regression models indicates a
smaller improvement in asthma following enrollment in one study group compared to
another. Higher scores on the Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles scale indicate
better satisfaction among caregivers, thus an OR > 1.0 for this outcome indicates a greater
improvement in satisfaction following enrollment in one study group compared to
another. We presented 98% confident intervals [CIs; corresponding to a 2-sided alpha=0.0167)
for the intervention effects to account for Bonferroni adjustments for the three pairwise
comparisons. The adjusted analyses after multiple imputation at 6 months were the primary
pre-specific analyses.
Exploratory pre-specified analyses for primary outcomes. In secondary analyses, we explored
heterogeneity of treatment effects at 6 months by adding a three-way interaction between
intervention, time, and a subgroup factor in the GEE ordinal logistic regression models at 6
months. Pre-specified subgroup factors included race (Black vs. non-black), ethnicity (Latino vs.
non-Latino), gender (boy vs. girl), and number of all-cause acute care use in the 12 months prior
to enrollment (at least one vs. none). A two-sided alpha=0.05 was used in these exploratory
analyses.
Exploratory post-hoc analyses of primary outcomes. In unadjusted, complete-case analyses, we
examined 1) the within-group change in primary outcomes at 6 months in each of the three
study groups using the Wilcoxon signrank tests; and 2) the between-group differences in
primary outcomes at 6 months in the ED-plus-home group compared to the Enhanced usual
group according to the number of completed home visits in the ED-plus-home group using
Wilcoxon rank sum tests. A two-sided alpha=0.05 was used in these exploratory analyses.
Secondary outcomes. Unadjusted complete-case analyses were employed for all secondary
outcomes at 1, 3, and 6 months, including clinical outcomes in children (cACT, healthcare
utilization), caregivers (PACQLQ, PROMIS measures of anxiety, depression, fatigue, and sleep
disturbance), indicators of guideline consistent asthma care on ED discharge, and selfmanagement after ED discharge. For these analyses, we employed Wilcoxon rank-sum, t-tests,
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Chi-squared tests, or Fisher’s exact tests, as appropriate. A two-sided alpha=0.05 was used in
these analyses of secondary outcomes.
Analyses used SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary NC) and R version 3.4.1 (R Development Core
Team, Vienna, Austria).

F.2.10. Changes to original study protocol
We identified multiple barriers to recruitment into the CHICAGO Plan, which was
designed to enroll children as they present for care in the ED:
1) Fewer children presenting to the ED for asthma during the recruitment period when
compared to previous years; our clinicians indicate that fewer URI-induced respiratory
exacerbations in the EDs at the study sites associated with a “milder” winter in the Chicago area
than in previous years;
2) Overestimating the size of the eligible study population at the study sites because
administrative data used to plan the study did not include sufficient clinical information to
identify ineligible patients (e.g., medications received in the ED);
3) Secular trends in the development of free-standing urgent care centers that offered
additional options for patients other than the ED;
4) Termination of one recruitment site due to protocol deviations related to obtaining informed
consent (reported to local IRB, Data and Safety Monitoring Board, and to PCORI program
officer). At this site, the ED was re-structured in year 2 of the project period due to a shortage
of clinical staff and change in Department leadership. We believe these changes contributed to
inadequate oversight of project staff and the protocol deviations; we therefore discontinued
enrollment activities at the site. The site’s Principal investigator and co-Investigator
subsequently resigned from the CHICAGO Plan, and a new site Principal Investigator was named
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to oversee the completion of study activities (i.e., home visits, follow-up outcomes
assessments, and IRB compliance).
5) Slower than anticipated hiring and training of staff due to human resources and contractrelated delays at the highest volume site for ED visits for asthma;
6) Underestimating resources needed to recruit children as they present to the ED. Children
present and are discharged from the ED 24 hours per day and 7 days per week (168-hour
period), whereas a single coordinator assigned to one site can only enroll participants 40 hours
per week. Also, recruitment at various sites was adversely affected if the coordinator was
unable to work due to illness or had scheduled vacation. The length of ED stay for children with
asthma also varied substantially depending on various factors, including the acuity of illness and
number of patients who were waiting to be seen.
7) Eligibility criteria that inadvertently limited enrollment of otherwise eligible children 5 to 11
years who presented with uncontrolled asthma to the ED.
These 7 factors contributed to slower than expected recruitment within the first 4
months of the 15-month recruitment period (53 [45%] of 116 projected randomizations at 4
months). To partially address #6, we obtained institutional approvals and training (e.g., IRB
review, institution-specific training, access to electronic health records) for recruitment staff at
one site to travel and recruit participants at another ED.
To address #7, we consulted with our ED workgroup, Asthma guidelines workgroup,
PCORI program officer and the independent Data and Safety Monitoring Board, and obtained
IRB approvals to modify the eligibility criteria described in Section F.2.2. We targeted common
reasons for excluding children 5-11 years with a diagnosis of uncontrolled asthma that did not
adversely change the risk / benefit to participation, resulted from practice variation in the ED,
and did not plausibly modify the relative effectiveness of the study interventions on the primary
outcomes.
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More specifically, we noted significant practice variation regarding the use of systemic
corticosteroids for uncontrolled asthma; underuse of systemic corticosteroids by some
clinicians led to excluding children who had a history of multiple ED visits for uncontrolled
asthma. Thus, we modified the requirement for children to receive systemic corticosteroids in
the ED to also include children if they received systemic corticosteroids in the ED OR if their
caregiver reported at least 1 additional acute care visit for asthma in the previous 6 months
(defined as an asthma-related ED visit or urgent care visit, or course of systemic
corticosteroids). We also noted several instances where the decision to discharge the child to
home was subsequently modified because of concerns about the ability of the family to selfmanage after ED discharge, not a change in the acuity of illness. Thus, we modified the
exclusion criterion regarding hospital admission to only exclude children if they were admitted
to an intensive care unit or transferred to another healthcare facility. Some children are given
a dose of systemic corticosteroids immediately prior to ED discharge (i.e., without a subsequent
observation period). Thus, we modified the inclusion criterion stating that child and caregiver
approached at least 1 hour after receipt of the first dose of quick-relief medication or systemic
corticosteroids, whichever occurred last to “…, whichever occurred first.” We also modified the
exclusion criterion related to where the child resides. These changes resulted in the following
revised inclusion and exclusion criteria:
Revised inclusion criteria (changes in italics): 1) Child is 5-11 years of age (a population in whom
a diagnosis of asthma is generally reliable, and in whom exacerbations are common); 2) Child is
presenting to the ED, urgent care center, or observation unit at a participating clinical center
(Anne and Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago, Sinai Health System’s Mount Sinai
Hospital, John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital of Cook County Health & Hospitals System, Rush University
Medical Center, University of Chicago Medicine Comer Children’s Hospital, and the University
of Illinois Hospital & Health Sciences System); 3) Child is treated with at least 1 dose of an
inhaled or nebulized short-acting bronchodilator (quick-relief medication); 4) Child received
systemic corticosteroids in the ED OR the caregiver reported at least 1 additional acute care visit
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for asthma in the previous 6 months (defined as an asthma-related ED visit or urgent care visit,
or course of systemic corticosteroids); 5) Child and caregiver approached at least 1 hour after
receipt of the first dose of quick-relief medication or systemic corticosteroids, whichever
occurred first; 6) Diagnosis of asthma exacerbation by treating clinician; 7) Treating ED clinician
indicates the child is likely to be discharged to home; and 8) Caregiver reports that English or
Spanish is the preferred language at home.
Revised exclusion criteria (changes in italics): 1) Caregiver declines to provide informed
consent, or the child declines to provide assent; 2) Child is admitted to an intensive care unit or
transferred to another healthcare facility; 3) Child or another member of the child’s primary
household is a current or previous participant in the CHICAGO Plan; 4) Child is enrolled in
another study involving a health-related intervention; 5) A CHW is already visiting the home as
part of another program; and 6) Child does not reside in Chicago.
To partially address #5, 6, and 7, we obtained approval from PCORI to extend the
recruitment period by additional 3 months (18 months [3/1/2015 to 8/31/2016], instead of 15
months [3/1/2015 to 5/31/2016]). Nevertheless, recruitment into the CHICAGO Plan remained
substantially lower than expected, and the study recruitment did not reach the target sample
size (see Section G.2).
Attrition (difficulty with retention) also proved to be more common than expected. In the Fall
of 2015 (about 6 months after the start of recruitment), we noted 6-month follow-up visits
were completed at an unacceptability low rate of approximately 30%. We encountered
multiple barriers to completing follow-up visits in-person or via phone due to limited availability
(e.g., caregivers had changes in work hours), disruptions in contact information (e.g., no
working phone number after pre-paid phones had run out), and other complicated life
circumstances (e.g., moving between homes of different caregivers). We held an off-site
retreat for all investigators and study staff, and sought input from the Chicago Asthma
Consortium Community Advisory Board. These discussions included a detailed review of
barriers and facilitators of conducting study activities and a review of published literature to
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identify potential solutions to reduce attrition. After deliberation with investigators and study
staff, as well as guidance from PCORI and the Data and Safety Monitoring Board, we
implemented several strategies to reduce attrition:
1.

We sought to promote relationships between study participants and research staff. ED
coordinators completed mock enrollments and received feedback from experienced
clinicians and a caregiver to facilitate relationship-building during enrollment in the ED.

2.

We implemented the option of a telephone visit to complete the 6-month follow-up, as the
primary outcomes did not require an in-person visit. We noted that a significant number
of participants were unwilling to permit a home visit; in many cases, the reluctance to
permit a home visit was inferred (participants often did not state their reluctance directly).

3.

We included a reminder card with the date of the upcoming follow-up visits when
caregivers were reimbursed for complete a study visit. Based on the participant’s stated
preference, we also sent reminders via text message, email, or telephone 1-2 days prior to
the scheduled follow-up visit.

5.

We reviewed the electronic health records to identify additional or changes in contact
information.

6.

We offered additional flexibility in completing the follow-up visit, including evenings and
weekends, when requested by the participant.
A more complete list of methods used to reduce attrition can be found in Table 6. All

changes to our approach to reducing attrition required IRB approval at each of 6 sites, which
resulted in delayed implementation. These changes increased retention at the 6-month visit
from about 30% in January 2016 to above 60% at the end of the study.
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Table 6: Original and additional methods to reduce attrition
Original study design intended to reduce attrition
1. Minimize study burden (e.g., reduce length of study
surveys)
3. Answer a study question that had patient, caregiver,
and health system support
5. Enroll a population not adequately served by current
services
Additional methods to increase participant engagement
1. Send thank you cards and birthday cards to provide
additional touch points and to increase relationship
building
2. Use multiple modes of communication for visit
reminders, depending on participant preferences
(text, phone, and email)
4. Include time and date of next call with thank you card
and reimbursement after completion of each followup outcomes assessment
6. Created “letter of participation” for participants
needing documentation
8. Encourage “customer service” skills –show
appreciation when interacting with participants, even
if they missed previous visits
Additional methods to reduce participation burden

2. Participants may continue in the study and provide
outcome data even if they no longer wish to remain
the treatment group assigned by randomization
4. Reimbursement for participants completing
outcomes assessments
6. Phone calls (instead of in-person visits) for outcomes
assessments and CHW home visits
2. Coordinator brings compensation to home visits
rather than sending through the mail. This requires
greater coordination between the coordinator and site
study team
3. Provide inhaler education and two spacers to each
participant
5. Provide coloring pages and crayons during
enrollment
7. Same coordinator who completes almost all of the
outcomes assessments for entire duration of study
9. Minimize wait times: Participants complete
questionnaires while coordinator completes
administrative tasks. Coordinator talks with the child
while caregiver completes questionnaires

1. Schedule visits around participant schedule (rather
2. Revised procedures to allow primary outcomes to be
than staff schedule); available during evening and
collected by phone during 6-month outcomes
weekend hours
assessment
3. Providing options other than complete withdrawal:
4. Offers to complete visits outside of home (e.g.,
Participants who do not want home visits from the
McDonalds, apartment complex courtyard) if
CHW are asked if they would like to continue with
participant is hesitant about completing visit in their
the outcomes assessments
home
5. Schedule visits around participant schedule (rather
6. Revised procedures to allow primary outcomes to be
than staff schedule); available during evening and
collected by phone during 6-month outcomes
weekend hours
assessment
Additional methods to increase the availability of contact information
1. DCC asks site team to check EMR for updated
contact information if unable to reach participant
(no answer, not in service)
3. Site team passes along any updated contact
information to DCC

2. Leave voice messages at periodic intervals (not every
day)

1. Developed culturally sensitive materials

2. Hiring of culturally diverse study staff

3. Provide materials in both English and Spanish

4. Coordinator completing outcomes assessments is a
native Spanish speaker

4. Coordinators ask participants for alternate phone
number, email address, text messages in addition to
asking for an alternate point of contact
Additional methods to reduce attrition tailored to studies involving minority populations
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The CHICAGO Plan included a 12-month visit to assess the durability of outcomes noted
beyond 6 months (the end of the CHW-led home visits in the ED-plus-home), a secondary aim.
Due to the magnitude of attrition at 6 months, the 12-month follow-up visit was discontinued
at the request of PCORI in September 2016. The follow-up rates after ED discharge in the
CHICAGO Plan (60% at 6 months by the end of the study) was higher than reported in some
previous pediatric studies (e.g., 30 to 45% at 1 month), suggesting that low follow-up rates
remain a critical barrier to research in this population.62,63

F.3. Secondary Aim. Identify barriers and facilitators of successfully implementing
the interventions to inform subsequent implementation studies.
We assessed the completion rates for the study interventions by reviewing
documentation completed by study staff regarding: 1) providing participants inhaler teaching
(all participants); 2) completing the CAPE tool in participants assigned to the ED-plus-home or
ED-only groups; and 3) completion of home visits by CHWs in participants assigned to the EDplus-home group. We then conducted individual interviews with caregivers, as well as study
staff to debrief in person or via phone for 30 minutes (whichever was most convenient).
Caregivers were asked about their recruitment and enrollment experience, materials received,
and experiences of ED, home visits and follow-up efforts. Study staff were asked about their
hiring, training, experiences conducting study activities in the three study groups. Due to 3month extension of the study recruitment period, interviews were limited to 6 caregivers and 1
non-investigator study staff per site (total of 6 study staff); we did not attempt to include
children in the debriefing sessions.
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G. RESULTS
G.1. Aim 1. Complete planning activities, including qualitative interviews with caregivers,
clinicians, and CHWs, to finalize the study design.
Results of this planning aim are reported in full in several peer-reviewed publications and are
described in under Section L, Related Publications. We also refer the reader to Section E.5,
where we presented the results of stakeholder engagement activities.

G.2. Aim 2. Compare the effectiveness of a structured discharge and communication tool (EDonly) vs. this tool plus in-home support (ED-plus-home) vs. Enhanced usual care in children
presenting to an ED with uncontrolled asthma. In secondary analyses, examine the potential for
heterogeneity of treatment effects.

Study cohort: From 3/1/2015 to 8/31/2016, 528 children were approached in person to
assess eligibility, 373 children were eligible and randomized to ED-plus-home (n=121), ED-only
(n=126), or Enhanced usual care (n=126) interventions (Figure 5). The study funder and the
Data and Safety Monitoring Board recommended discontinuing enrollment at the end of the
18-month recruitment period due to slower than expected enrollment (373 [58%] of the
planned 640 randomizations) and a lower than acceptable proportion of participants
completing the 6-month follow-up visit (236 [63%] of 373 children). Follow-up completion
rates at 6 months were 63%, 65%, and 61% in the ED-plus-home, ED-only, and Enhanced usual
care groups.
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Figure 5: Participant flow diagram - screening, randomization, follow-up, and analysis

Figure 5 Legend. Of 528 children approached to assess eligibility, 373 children were eligible and randomized to ED-plus-home, ED-only, or Enhanced usual care.
Complete data for any primary outcome defined as evaluable data for at least one of the two primary outcomes at each time point. For the PROMIS Asthma
Impact Scale (primary outcome for children), complete data for the change since enrollment at 1, 3, and 6 months were collected in N=95 (79%), 83 (69%), and
76 (63%), respectively in ED-plus-home group; N=102 (81%), 97 (77%), and 82 (65%), respectively, in the ED-only group; and N=97 (80%), 88 (73%), and 78
(64%), respectively in the Enhanced usual care group. Similarly, for the PROMIS Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles, the corresponding complete data
were collected in N=94 (78%), 82 (68%), and 75 (62%), respectively in the ED-plus-home group; N=101 (80%), 95 (75%), and 82 (65%), respectively in the EDonly group; and N=98 (81%), 86 (71%), and 76 (63%), respectively in the Enhanced usual care group. Lost to follow-up refers to the 6-month follow-up visit.
Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding. Analyses for primary outcomes were by intention-to-treat and employed multiple imputation for
missing data. *Due to slower than expected enrollment, some exclusion criteria were modified after the start of the study; see Methods for details.
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Demographic and clinical characteristics of children and caregivers (Tables 7, 8): Children who
participated in the study were a mean age of 7 years, two-thirds were boys, two-thirds were
black, one third were Latino, and just over three-quarters had public insurance. On ED
discharge (baseline visit), the median T-score for the PROMIS Asthma Impact Scale was 58
(with 63% having a T-score greater than 55 [more than 0.5 SD above the general population
mean]) and the median Childhood Asthma Control Test (cACT) was 17 (with 79% having a
cACT 19 or less; cACT score >19 indicates well-controlled asthma). Just over half reported an
all-cause ED or urgent care visit in the past 12 months and nearly one in five reported an allcause hospitalization in the past 12 months.
The demographics of caregivers matched those of children. In addition, fewer than
half of the caregivers were married, 15% had a college degree, and about one-third were
unemployed. The median T-score for caregivers’ PROMIS Satisfaction with Participation in
Social Roles was 53 (23% had a T-score worse than the general population; i.e., more than 0.5
SD below the general population mean of 50). PROMIS Anxiety, fatigue, depression, and sleep
disturbance scores were worse (0.5 SD or more) in caregivers than the general population in
nearly 50%, 28%, 23%, and 19% of participants, respectively.

Primary outcomes: There were no significant differences in baseline characteristics of
children or caregivers with vs. without missing primary outcome data in children or caregivers
(Appendix, M1).
Unadjusted, complete-case analyses in the primary outcomes. The between-group
differences in the Asthma Impact Scale or Satisfaction with participation in social roles at 1 or 3
months were not statistically significant (Tables 9,10). However, the ED-plus-home group had
a significantly greater improvement in Asthma Impact Scale (i.e., lower scores) at 6 months
compared to the Enhanced usual care group (median change in T-scores: -11.9 vs. -7.8,
p=0.0165; Table 11). None of the other between-group differences in primary outcomes were
significant at 6 months.
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Adjusted analyses of primary outcomes after multiple imputation of missing data (prespecified primary analyses; Table 12). The results of the primary analyses indicate the
differences in Asthma Impact Scale in children in the ED-plus-home group compared with
children in the Enhanced usual care group (OR 0.68, 98% CI 0.30 to 1.55) or in the ED-only
group (OR 1.01, 98% CI 0.47 to 2.19) at 6 months were not significant; similarly, the differences
between the ED-only group and the Enhanced usual care group were not significant for this
outcome (OR 0.68, 98% CI 0.31 to 1.45). The primary analyses for the caregivers (adjusted
analyses of primary outcomes after multiple imputation of missing data at 6 months) also
indicate no between-group differences in the Satisfaction with participation in social roles.
None of the other between-group adjusted differences in the primary outcomes at 1 month
(Table 13), 3 months (Table 14), and 6 months (either before or after imputation of missing
data) were significant as well. However, the wide 98% confidence intervals, even in the models
that employed multiple imputations of missing data, indicate the results of the CHICAGO Plan
had insufficient precision to exclude important differences in these primary outcomes
between groups.
Heterogeneity of treatment effects for primary outcomes. We did not detect
heterogeneity of treatment effects in the primary outcomes at 6 months according to prespecified subgroups: race (black vs. non-black), ethnicity (Latino vs. non-Latino), gender (boy
vs. girl), and all-cause acute care use in the past 12 months (ED visit, urgent care visit, or
hospitalization; at least one vs. none; Table 15).
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Table 7: Baseline characteristics of children

ED-plushome
N=121

Age (years), mean ± SD
Boys, number (%)

n

Enhanced
usual care
N=126

n

Combined
N=373

n

7.4 + 2.0

126

7.3 + 1.9

126

7.4 + 1.9

373

91 (72%)

126

79 (63%)

126

249 (67%)

373

n

ED-only
N=126

7.3 + 1.9

121

79 (65%)

121

Race, number (%)
Black

77 (64%)

White

38 (31%)

Other
Latino, number (%)

81 (64%)
121

38 (30%)

121

37 (30%)

6 (5%)
41 (34%)

81 (64%)
126

39 (31%)

124

38 (30%)

7 (6%)

239 (64%)
126

115 (31%)

125

116 (31%)

6 (5%)

373

19 (5%)
370

Health insurance, number (%)
Private

19 (17%)

Public

88 (79%)

Other

3 (3%)

None

2 (2%)

22 (19%)
112

Asthma Impact Scale, median (IQR)

58 (52,65)

121

cACT, median (IQR)

17 (14,19)

117

91 (78%)
3 (3%)
0 (0%)
58
(53,64)
17
(14,19)

18 (16%)
116

93 (82%)
1 (1%)

59 (17%)
114

2 (2%)

272 (80%)
7 (2%)

342

4 (1%)

125

58 (53,64)

126

58 (52,64)

372

123

17 (14,18)

120

17 (14,19)

360

All-cause ED or urgent care visits past 12
mos, number (%)
0

48 (40%)

54 (43%)

1

36 (30%)

2 or more

37 (31%)

40 (32%)

0

100 (83%)

106
(84%)

1

16 (13%)

121

All-cause hospitalizations past 12 mos,
number (%)

2 or more

5 (4%)

121

32 (25%)

18 (14%)
2 (2%)

58 (46%)
126

39 (31%)

160 (43%)
126

29 (23%)

126

105 (83%)
18 (14%)
3 (2%)

107 (29%)

373

106 (28%)

126

311 (83%)
52 (14%)

373

10 (3%)

Table 7 Footer. Ns represent number of children randomly allocated to each group; n’s represent number of children with evaluable data. cACT=Childhood
Asthma Control Test. Values represent n (%), mean + standard deviation (SD), or median (25th, 75th percentile).
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Table 8: Baseline characteristics of caregivers
ED-plushome
N=121

n

ED-only
N=126

n

Enhanced
usual care
N=126

Combined
n

N=373

n

Race, n (%)
Black

76 (63%)

White

40 (33%)

Other

5 (4%)

Hispanic or Latino, n (%)

37 (31%)

81 (65%)
121

39 (31%)

80 (65%)
124

4 (3%)
120

36 (29%)

39 (31%)

237 (64%)
124

5 (4%)
124

33 (27%)

118 (32%)

369

14 (4%)
124

106 (29%)

368

Preferred language at home, n (%)
English
Spanish
Other
Married (or co-habiting), n (%)

102 (84%)
18 (15%)

115 (93%)
121

1 (1%)
49 (43%)

9 (7%)

110 (87%)
124

0 (0%)
114

44 (37%)

16 (13%)

327 (88%)
126

0 (0%)
120

55 (46%)

43 (12%)

371

1 (0%)
119

148 (42%)

353

Education, n (%)
Less than high school
High school or equivalent

5 (4%)

8 (6%)

45 (38%)

15 (12%)

43 (35%)
117

47 (39%)
124

44 (37%)

135 (37%)
120

Some college/vocational school

50 (43%)

College degree

16 (14%)

25 (20%)

14 (12%)

55 (15%)

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

1 (0%)

Employed

69 (59%)

85 (70%)

72 (60%)

226 (64%)

Unemployed

42 (36%)

Other

48 (39%)

28 (8%)
142 (39%)

361

Employment, n (%)

Disability

4 (3%)

Other

2 (2%)

117

32 (26%)
2 (2%)
2 (2%)

121

40 (34%)
3 (3%)
4 (3%)

119

114 (32%)
9 (3%)

357

8 (2%)
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Table 8: Baseline characteristics of caregivers (continued)
ED-plushome
N=121

n

ED-only
N=126

n

Enhanced
usual care
N=126

Combined
n

N=373

n

Household annual income, n (%)
Less than $10,000

25 (28%)

32 (33%)

27 (28%)

84 (29%)

$10,000 to 19,999

16 (18%)

20 (20%)

23 (24%)

59 (21%)

$20,000 to 29,999

18 (20%)

$30,000 to 39,999

11 (12%)

13 (13%)

8 (8%)

32 (11%)

$40,000 or more

20 (22%)

17 (17%)

22 (23%)

59 (21%)

90

16 (16%)

98

17 (18%)

97

51 (18%)

285

Satisfaction with participation in social
roles, median (IQR)

53 (48,64)

119

51 (44,64)

123

53 (46,64)

125

53 (47,64)

367

Anxiety, median (IQR)

54 (40,61)

120

56 (42,61)

126

54 (40,60)

123

54 (40,61)

369

Depression, median (IQR)

41 (41,57)

120

41 (41,52)

124

41 (41,49)

121

41 (41,52)

365

Fatigue, median (IQR)

49 (35,57)

118

49 (40,57)

125

46 (34,53)

123

46 (34,55)

366

Sleep disturbance, median (IQR)

50 (46,54)

113

48 (46,54)

122

48 (46,54)

122

357

4.9 (3.5,5.9)

118

4.5 (3.5,5.6)

124

4.6 (3.7,5.8)

120

48 (46,54)
4.5
(3.5,5.8)

PACQLQ

362

Table 8 Footer. Ns represent number of children randomly allocated to each group; n’s represent number of children with evaluable data.
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Table 9: Unadjusted complete-case analyses of primary and secondary outcomes at 1 month

p-values for between-group
differences

ED-plus-home
N=121

n

ED-only
N=126

n

Enhanced usual
care N=126

n

ED-plus-home
vs.
Enhanced
usual care

ED-only
vs.
Enhanced
usual care

ED-plushome
vs.
ED-only

-9.0 (-19.0, -2.5)

95

-10.4 (-18.0, -3.1)

103

-9.0 (-15.5, 0.0)

98

0.31

0.13

0.70

0.0 (-3.5, 5.3)

92

0.0 (-3.9, 7.0)

103

0.0 (-6.0, 4.7)

99

0.32

0.20

0.76

≥ 1 all-cause ED or urgent care
visits at 1-month, number (%)

9 (7%)

121

11 (9%)

126

16 (13%)

126

0.25

0.42

0.89

≥ 1 all-cause hospitalizations at 1 month,
number (%)

2 (2%)

121

8 (6%)

126

5 (4%)

126

0.45

0.57

0.10

Anxiety

0.0 (-12.9, 0.0)

94

-1.8 (-10.9, 0.0)

104

0.0 (-10.6, 1.8)

98

0.53

0.53

0.95

Depression

0.0 (-7.4, 0.0)

94

0.0 (-5.2, 0.0)

103

0.0 (0.0, 0.0)

96

0.12

0.40

0.41

Fatigue

0.0 (-12.0, 3.4)

89

-2.8 (-8.3, 0.0)

104

0.0 (-7.8, 6.0)

97

0.13

0.08

0.97

Sleep disturbance

-1.9 (-5.8, 0.9)

87

0.0 (-3.7, 4.0)

103

0.0 (-3.8, 2.4)

96

0.07

0.89

0.05

Primary clinical outcomes (1 month minus
baseline)
Children
Asthma Impact Scale
Caregivers
Satisfaction with participation in social roles
Secondary clinical outcomes
Children

Caregivers (1 month minus baseline)

Footer for Table 9. Unless otherwise noted, values represent median (25th percentile, 75th percentile) for the value at 1 month minus the value at baseline
(enrollment value in the ED). The ‘n’ refers to the number of participants with evaluable data. Other than the cACT (childhood Asthma Control Test), PACQLQ
(Pediatric Asthma Caregiver’s Quality of Life Questionnaire), and measures of healthcare utilization (%s yes based on review of electronic health records), the
outcomes represent T-scores from Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) measures; a difference in T-scores 5 in PROMIS
measures (one-half a standard deviation) may be considered the minimum important difference (MID). The MID for the cACT and PACQLQ are 2 to 3 and 0.5,
respectively. Between-group comparisons were not adjusted for baseline characteristics and ignored missing data and used the Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, chisquare tests, or Fisher’s exact tests, as appropriate. All analyses presented here are according to intention-to-treat.
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Table 10: Unadjusted complete-case analyses of primary and secondary outcomes at 3 months

ED-plus-home
N=121

p-values for between-group differences
ED-plus-home
ED-only
ED-plusvs.
vs.
home
Enhanced
Enhanced
usual
vs.
usual care
care
ED-only

n

ED-only
N=126

n

Enhanced usual
care N=126

n

-12.7 (-21.9, -3.7)

83

-11.5 (-17.8, -4.0)

97

-6.1 (-19.9, 1.0)

88

0.08

0.15

0.63

0.0 (-6.0, 8.6)

82

0.0 (0.0, 6.8)

95

0.0 (-6.0, 3.9)

86

0.27

0.02

0.51

≥ 1 all-cause ED or urgent care
visits at 3 months, number (%)

27 (22%)

121

31 (25%)

126

36 (29%)

126

0.33

0.57

0.78

≥ 1 all-cause hospitalizations at
3 months, number (%)

4 (3%)

121

9 (7%)

126

7 (6%)

126

0.54

0.80

0.26

-1.8 (-12.2, 0.0)

83

0.0 (-10.9, 1.9)

97

0.0 (-8.2, 2.2)

84

0.25

0.42

0.60

0.0 (-8.0, 0.0 )

84

0.0 (-4.9, 0.0)

95

0.0 (0.0, 0.0)

82

0.06

0.33

0.36

-2.6 (-12.3, 3.5)

83

0.0 (-8.2, 3.9)

96

0.0 (-9.4, 9.4)

84

0.03

0.14

0.26

0.0 (-4.4, 2.4)

80

0.0 (-4.3, 4.1)

95

-2.1 (-4.6, 2.9)

84

0.96

0.71

0.64

Primary clinical outcomes (3 months minus baseline)
Children
Asthma Impact Scale
Caregivers
Satisfaction with participation in
social roles
Secondary clinical outcomes
Children

Caregivers (3 months minus baseline)
Anxiety
Depression
Fatigue
Sleep disturbance

Footer for Table 10. Unless otherwise noted, values represent median (25th percentile, 75th percentile) for the value at 3 months minus the value at baseline
(enrollment value in the ED). The ‘n’ refers to the number of participants with evaluable data. Other than the cACT (childhood Asthma Control Test), PACQLQ
(Pediatric Asthma Caregiver’s Quality of Life Questionnaire), and measures of healthcare utilization (%s yes based on review of electronic health records), the
outcomes represent T-scores from Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) measures. All analyses presented here are
according to intention-to-treat.
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Table 11: Unadjusted complete-case analyses of primary and secondary outcomes at 6 months
p-values for between-group differences
ED-only
ED-plus-home
vs.
ED-plusvs.
Enhanced
home
Enhanced
usual
vs.
usual care
care
ED-only

n

Enhanced
usual care
N=126

n

-9.3 (-16.4,-5.0)

82

-7.8 (-17.3,0.0)

78

0.0165

0.29

0.18

75

0.0 (-3.5,9.7)

82

0.0 (-6.0,6.1)

76

0.92

0.65

0.75

5.5 (3.0,7.2)

24

4.0 (1.2,5.8)

34

3.0 (1.0,6.0)

33

0.20

0.87

0.08

>1 all-cause ED or urgent care visits at 6
months, number (%)

44 (36%)

121

53 (42%)

126

54 (43%)

126

0.36

>0.99

0.36

>1 all-cause hospitalizations at 6 months,
number (%)

9 (7%)

121

11 (9%)

126

12 (10%)

126

0.56

0.83

0.71

-2.5 (-13.4,1.9)

67

-3.8 (-11.2,0.0)

80

-3.2 (-10.9,0.0)

66

0.57

0.76

0.66

0.0 (-7.3,0.0)

68

0.0 (-4.9,0.0)

79

0.0 (-2.2,0.0)

67

0.36

0.87

0.44

Fatigue

-2.6 (-12.2,1.4)

67

0.0 (-8.5,4.4)

79

0.0 (-9.4,8.2)

64

0.10

0.64

0.21

Sleep disturbance

-1.9 (-4.0,2.4)

65

0.0 (-3.7,2.4)

77

0.0 (-4.1,4.0)

64

0.32

0.92

0.31

1.2 (0.2,2.2)

64

1.1 (0.1,2.2)

74

0.8 (0.0,2.1)

63

0.57

0.57

0.94

ED-plus-home
N=121

n

ED-only
N=126

-11.9 (-19.3,-6.0)

76

0.0 (-4.3,6.8)

Primary clinical outcomes (6 months minus baseline)
Children
Asthma Impact Scale
Caregivers
Satisfaction with participation in social roles
Secondary clinical outcomes
Children
cACT (6 months minus baseline)

Caregivers (6 months minus baseline)
Anxiety
Depression

PACQLQ

Footer for Table 11. Unless otherwise noted, values represent median (25th percentile, 75th percentile) for the value at 6 months minus the value at baseline (enrollment value
in the ED). The ‘n’ refers to the number of participants with evaluable data. Other than the cACT (childhood Asthma Control Test), PACQLQ (Pediatric Asthma Caregiver’s Quality
of Life Questionnaire), and measures of healthcare utilization (%s yes based on review of electronic health records), the outcomes represent T-scores from Patient-Reported
Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) measures. The unadjusted complete-case analyses of the within-group changes over 6 months in the Asthma Impact
Scale were significant in the ED-plus-home, ED-only, and Enhanced usual care groups (p<0.0001 in all three groups, data not shown); a negative 6 months – baseline value
indicates an improvement in asthma. However, the within-group change in the Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles scores at 6 months in the three study groups were
not significant (each within-group change p>0.2, data not shown). The ED-plus-home had a significantly greater improvement in asthma compared to the Enhanced usual care
group (median reduction in T-scores -11.9 vs. -7.8, p=0.0165), but none of the other between group differences were significant. All analyses presented here are according to
intention-to-treat.
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Table 12: Primary outcomes at 6 months, adjusted analyses (pre-specified, primary analyses)
Odds ratio (98% confidence interval) for higher quartile of scores
ED-plus-home
ED-only
ED-plus-home
ppvs.
vs.
vs.
value
value
Enhanced usual care
Enhanced usual care
ED-only

pvalue

Children
Asthma Impact Scale

0.66 (0.28, 1.57)

0.26

0.70 (0.30, 1.60)

0.30

0.95 (0.43, 2.11)

0.88

Asthma Impact Scale *

0.68 (0.30, 1.55)

0.27

0.68 (0.31, 1.45)

0.22

1.01 (0.47, 2.19)

0.97

0.90 (0.37, 2.19)

0.77

0.85 (0.36, 1.98)

0.65

1.06 (0.45, 2.48)

0.88

0.80 (0.35, 1.80)

0.50

0.95 (0.44, 2.06)

0.86

0.84 (0.39, 1.83)

0.60

Caregivers
Satisfaction with participation in social
roles
Satisfaction with participation in social
roles*

Footer for Table 12. Results of generalized estimating equations using ordinal logistic regression models (odds ratio [OR] and 98% confidence intervals for
higher quartile of T-scores for each outcome in the first group vs. second group) for comparing the within-group change from baseline to 6 months, after
accounting for pre-specified baseline characteristics. All analyses presented here are according to intention-to-treat. The * indicates analyses after multiple
imputations for missing data. None of the between-group differences were significant.
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Table 13: Primary outcomes at 1 month, adjusted analyses
Odds ratio (98% confidence interval) for higher quartile of scores
ED-plus-home
ED-only
vs.
pvs.
pED-plus-home
Enhanced usual
value
Enhanced usual
value
vs.
care
care
ED-only

pvalue

Children
Asthma Impact Scale

0.80 (0.37, 1.74)

0.50

0.69 (0.32, 1.45)

0.23

1.17 (0.54, 2.53)

0.63

Asthma Impact Scale *

0.79 (0.38, 1.62)

0.43

0.66 (0.33, 1.33)

0.15

1.20 (0.58, 2.48)

0.56

0.83 (0.41, 1.68)

0.53

0.92 (0.48, 1.79)

0.77

0.90 (0.44, 1.87)

0.74

0.85 (0.44, 1.62)

0.54

0.96 (0.50, 1.84)

0.87

0.88 (0.46, 1.71)

0.65

Caregivers
Satisfaction with participation in social
roles
Satisfaction with participation in social
roles*

Footer for Table 13. Results of generalized estimating equations using ordinal logistic regression models (odds ratio [OR] and 98% confidence intervals for
higher quartile of T-scores for each outcome in the first group vs. second group) for comparing the within-group change from baseline to 1 month, after
accounting for pre-specified baseline characteristics. The * indicates analyses after multiple imputations for missing data. Higher T-scores on the Asthma
Impact Scale indicate worse asthma among children, thus an OR > 1.0 indicates a smaller improvement in asthma impact in the first group vs. second
group. Higher T-scores on the Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles scale indicate better satisfaction among caregivers, thus an OR > 1.0 indicates a
greater improvement in satisfaction in the first group vs. second group. A Bonferroni-adjusted p-value < 0.0167 indicates a significant difference (corresponds
to 98% confidence intervals). None of the between-group differences were significant. All analyses presented here are according to intention-to-treat.
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Table 14: Primary outcomes at 3 months, adjusted analyses

Odds ratio (98% confidence interval) for higher quartile of scores
ED-plus-home
ED-only
vs.
pvs.
pED-plus-home
Enhanced usual
value
Enhanced usual
value
vs.
care
care
ED-only

pvalue

Children
Asthma Impact Scale

0.63 (0.26, 1.53)

0.21

0.63 (0.27, 1.48)

0.20

0.99 (0.43, 2.28)

0.98

Asthma Impact Scale *

0.66 (0.29, 1.52)

0.24

0.67 (0.32, 1.41)

0.20

0.99 (0.44, 2.21)

0.97

Satisfaction with participation in social roles

1.18 (0.52, 2.68)

0.62

1.45 (0.70, 3.00)

0.23

0.82 (0.37, 1.80)

0.54

Satisfaction with participation in social roles*

1.05 (0.49, 2.23)

0.89

1.37 (0.69, 2.73)

0.27

0.76 (0.37, 1.59)

0.38

Caregivers

Footer for Table 14. Results of generalized estimating equations using ordinal logistic regression models (odds ratio [OR] and 98% confidence intervals for
higher quartile of T-scores for each outcome in the first group vs. second group) for comparing the within-group change from baseline to 3 months, after
accounting for pre-specified baseline characteristics. All analyses presented here are according to intention-to-treat. The * indicates analyses after multiple
imputations for missing data. None of the between-group differences were significant.
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Table 15: Heterogeneity of treatment effects analyses at 6 months
ED-plushome
vs.
Enhanced
usual care

ED-only
vs.
Enhanced
usual
care

EDplushome
vs
EDonly

Ethnicity (Latino vs. non-Latino [reference])

0.55

0.31

0.69

Race (black vs. non-black [reference])

0.60

0.86

0.70

Gender (boy vs. girl [reference])

0.75

0.10

0.19

No. of all-cause acute care visits in the last 12
months (at least one vs. none [reference])

0.85

0.71

0.84

0.66

0.09

0.21

Race (black vs. non-black [reference])

0.56

0.90

0.46

Gender (boy vs. girl [reference])

0.10

0.80

0.04

No. of all-cause acute care visits in the last 12
months (at least one vs. none [reference])

0.13

0.88

0.08

Subgroup

Primary clinical outcomes (6 months minus baseline)
Children
Asthma Impact Scale

Caregivers
Satisfaction with participation in social roles
Ethnicity (Latino vs. non-Latino [reference])

Footer for Table 15. GEE ordinal logistic regression models (dependent variable was higher quartile of scores for each primary and secondary outcome;
complete-case analyses) were pre-specified and included time (0, 1, 3, and 6 months), intervention group, intervention X time X subgroup factor interaction
term, clinical site, race (black vs. non-black), ethnicity (Latino vs. non-Latino (reference)), gender (boy vs girl (reference)), health insurance (public aid vs. other
(reference)), and all-cause acute care use in the 12 months prior to enrollment (at least one vs. none (reference)). Separate models were developed to assess
heterogeneity by each subgroup factor. There were 24 hypothesis tests for evaluating heterogeneity of treatment effects; given the large number of such
tests, a p-value <0.002 (0.05/24) was considered significant after Bonferroni adjustments for multiple comparisons. All analyses presented here are according
to intention-to-treat. Analyses suggest no significant evidence of heterogeneity of treatment effects based on the subgroups above.
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Exploratory post-hoc analyses of primary outcomes. In unadjusted, complete-case
analyses, all three study groups experienced a significant improvement in asthma (reduction in
Asthma Impact Scale scores at 6 months compared to baseline, within-group change p<0.0001
for each of the three study groups; Table 11). The median reduction (improvement) in the
Asthma Impact Scale T-scores from baseline was about 12 units in the ED-plus-home group
(more than double the proposed MID for PROMIS T-score differences), about 9 units in the EDonly group, and about 8 units in the Enhanced usual care group. However, the within-group
change in the Satisfaction with Participation in Social Roles scores at 6 months in the three
study groups were not significant (each within-group change p>0.2).
Unadjusted complete-case analyses were also used to determine if the differences
between the ED-plus-home group and the Enhanced usual care group varied according to the
number of completed home visits. Post-hoc analyses suggest that improvements in the
Asthma Impact were larger among children with more completed home visits by the CHW, with
significant differences limited to children who had 4 or 5 completed home visits (Table 16). We
did not identify, however, a similar pattern for the caregiver Satisfaction with participation in
social roles.
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Table 16: Unadjusted, complete-case analysis comparing outcomes with ED-plus-home group, according to number of completed home visits
(post-hoc analyses)

Primary outcomes (6 months minus baseline)
Enhanced usual care (N = 126)

Asthma Impact Scale
p-value vs.
Median (IQR)
n Enhanced usual
care *
-7.8 (-17.3, 0.0)

78

ED-only (N = 126)

-9.3 (-16.4, -5.0)

ED-plus-home (N = 121)

-11.9 (-19.3, -6.0)

ED-plus-home, 0 home visit (N = 29)

Satisfaction with participation in social roles
p-value vs. Enhanced
Median (IQR)
usual care *
n

-

0.0 (-6.0, 6.1)

76

-

82

0.29

0.0 (-3.5, 9.7)

82

0.65

76

0.0165

0.0 (-4.3, 6.8)

75

0.92

-7.0 (-12.8, -3.0)

13

0.65

0.0 (-4.3, 9.3)

12

0.87

ED-plus-home, 1-3 home visits (N = 36)

-11.8 (-22.0, -6.7)

21

0.06

0.0 (-10.5, 6.5)

21

0.55

ED-plus-home, 4-5 home visits (N = 56)

-15.5 (-21.8, -6.0)

42

0.008

0.0 (0.0, 4.8)

42

0.64

* Compared with Enhanced usual care
Footer for Table 16. Unadjusted complete-case analyses to determine if the differences between the ED-plus-home group and the Enhanced usual care group
varied according to the number of completed home visits. Theses analyses suggest a larger magnitude of benefit in Asthma Impact Scale among children in the
ED-plus-home with more home visits; significant differences were limited to limited to children who had 4 or 5 completed home visits. A similar pattern was
not noted for the caregiver Satisfaction with participation in social roles. IQR=interquartile range; n= denotes number of children with available data for
analyses.
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Secondary outcomes
1.

Children (secondary outcomes): Data to calculate the change in cACT over 6 months were

limited, as completing a cACT required in-person visit at 6 months and relatively few children
completed home visits at 6 months. Among the 91 (24% of 373) children with evaluable cACT
data to calculate a 6-month change, the unadjusted complete-case analyses suggested no
significant between-group differences in cACT scores (Table 11). Healthcare utilization
outcomes (available in 100% of 373 children) indicated a numerically lower proportion of
children in the ED-plus-home group had >1 all-cause ED or urgent care visit at 6 months (36%)
compared to the ED-only (42%) or Enhanced usual care (43%) groups, but none of the betweengroup differences were significant. Likewise, the ED-plus-home group had a numerically lower
proportion with >1 all-cause hospitalizations at 6 months (7%) compared to the ED-only group
(9%) or Enhanced usual care group (10%), but the between-group differences were not
significant. The pattern was overall similar at 1 and 3 months (Tables 9 and 10, respectively).
2.

Caregivers (secondary outcomes): Data to calculate the 6-month change in PACQLQ,

depression, fatigue, sleep disturbance, and anxiety were available in 54 to 57% of the 373
children (Table 11). Unadjusted, complete-case analyses suggested no between-group
differences in any of these outcomes over 6 months. A similar pattern of findings was noted
for changes at 1 and 3 months (Tables 9 and 10, respectively).
3.

Indicators of guideline-consistent asthma care on ED discharge (secondary outcomes):

Information about discharge instructions provided to children and caregivers were available in
all 373 (100%) of participants. The discharge instructions were significantly more likely to be
consistent with guidelines in the ED-plus-home and in the ED-only groups compared with the
Enhanced usual care group (Figure 6): 1) use of systemic corticosteroids at home (98 vs. 61%,
p<0.0001; and 99 vs. 61%, p<0.0001, respectively[A71] ); 2) use of inhaled corticosteroid or
other controller at home (72 vs. 41%, p<0.0001; 63 vs. 41%, p=0.0004, respectively); 3) use of
inhaled rescue medications at home (98 vs. 85%, p=0.0005; and 99 vs. 85%, p<0.0001,
respectively); and 4) providing a follow-up appointment within 4 weeks after ED discharge (46
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vs. 8%, p<0.0001; and 49 vs. 8%, p<0.0001, respectively). As expected, none of the differences
between the ED-plus-home and ED-only group were significant. These same results are also
presented as differences in the proportion of participants who received guideline consistent
asthma care on ED discharge (Table 17).
4.

Self-management after ED discharge (secondary outcomes): Pharmacy dispensation data

were available in 82% of participants (similar proportion across the three study groups; Figure 7
and Table 18). The proportion of prescriptions for systemic corticosteroids filled within 7 days
of ED discharge was similarly high across all three study groups (just over 80%). However, we
noted a significantly higher proportion of filled prescriptions for inhaled corticosteroids or other
controllers within 7 days of ED discharge in the ED-plus-home group (71%) compared to both
the ED-only group (45%, p=0.0003) and the Enhanced usual care group (42%, p<0.0001). Data
about children’s outpatient visits with asthma providers after ED discharge were available in
91% of study participants. We noted a significantly higher proportion of children attending an
outpatient visit with their asthma provider in the ED-plus-home group (51%) within 4 weeks of
ED discharge compared to the Enhanced usual care group (32%, p=0.005); other betweengroup differences were not significant.
Data about children’s MDI technique at 6 months were available in 23% of study
participants (Table 19); in these children, the proportion with inhaler misuse was significantly
lower in the ED-plus-home group (29%) than in the ED-only (58%; p=0.03) group. Other
between-group differences in inhaler misuse were not significant. Data about caregiverreported environmental exposures were available in 55% of study participants (Table 20); in
these children, the proportion who reported noting cockroaches in the home were significantly
lower in the ED-only compared to the Enhanced usual care groups (22 vs. 38%, p=0.03). None of
the other between-group differences were significant.
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Figure 6: Discharge instructions provided to children and caregivers in ED, % of participants

Figure 6 Legend. Documented discharge instructions to child and caregiver were significantly more likely to be consistent with guidelines in the ED-plus-home
and ED-only groups than in the Enhanced usual care group: 1) use of systemic corticosteroids, p<0.0001 and p<0.0001, respectively; 2) use of inhaled
corticosteroid or other controller, p<0.0001 and p=0.0004, respectively; 3) use of inhaled rescue medications, p=0.0005 and p<0.0001, respectively; and 4)
scheduling a follow-up appointment within 4 weeks after ED discharge, p<0.0001 and p<0.0001, respectively. Differences between the ED-plus-home and EDonly group were not significant (all p-values >0.2).
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Table 17: Discharge instructions provided to children and caregivers in ED, differences in % of participants by study group

ED-plus-home
vs.
Enhanced usual care

ED-only
vs.
Enhanced usual care

ED-plus-home
vs.
ED-only
Mean (95% CI)

pvalue

< 0.0001

-2% (-2%, 6%)

0.36

0.0004

8% (-21%, 4%)

0.16

14% (7%, 22%)

< 0.0001

-2% (-2%, 6%)

0.36

41% (31%, 52%)

< 0.0001

-3% (-10%, 16%)

0.65

Mean (95% CI)

p-value

Mean (95% CI)

Systemic corticosteroids

36% (27%, 46%)

< 0.0001

38% (29%, 48%)

Inhaled corticosteroids or other controller

31% (18%, 43%)

< 0.0001

22 % (9%, 35%)

Inhaled rescue medications

13% (5%, 20%)

0.0005

Received a follow-up appointment, n (%)

38% (27%, 49%)

< 0.0001

p-value

Received recommendation to use, n (%)

Footer for Table 17. Similar information as presented in Figure 6 but presented as the mean difference (and 95% CI for difference) in proportions between the
first minus the second group. Both the ED-plus-home and ED-only group were more likely to receive guideline-recommended discharge instructions compared
to Enhanced usual care; differences between the active intervention groups were small and not significant.
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Figure 7: Self-management after ED discharge

Figure 7 Legend. Pharmacy dispensation data were available in 82% of participants (80%, 85%, and 79% in the ED-plus-home, ED-only, and Enhanced usual care
group, respectively). The evaluable data suggest that just over 80% of all three study groups filled prescriptions for systemic corticosteroids within 7 days of
discharge. The ED-plus-home group was significantly more likely to fill prescriptions for inhaled corticosteroids or other controller compared to the ED-only
group (**p=0.0003) and the Enhanced usual care (*p<0.0001). Attendance at an outpatient visit with the patient-identified asthma provider within 4 weeks of
ED discharge was significantly more common in the ED-plus-home group compared with Enhanced usual care (*p=0.005). Other pair-wise comparisons were
not significant (all p-values >0.2).
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Table 18: Self-management after ED discharge, differences in % of participants by study group

ED-plus-home
vs.
Enhanced usual care

Mean (95% CI)

p-value

ED-only
vs.
Enhanced usual care

Mean (95% CI)

p-value

ED-plus-home
vs.
ED-only

Mean (95% CI)

p-value

Filled prescription for systemic corticosteroids
within 7 days of discharge, n (%)

-1% (-20%, 18%)

>0.99

0% (-18%, 19%)

>0.99

-1% (-21%, 18%)

>0.99

Filled prescription for inhaled corticosteroids
or other controller within 7 days of discharge, n (%)

29% (15%, 44%)

<0.0001

3% (-11%, 18%)

0.73

26% (12%, 41%)

0.0003

Attendance of follow-up visit with patient-identified
asthma provider within 28 days of discharge, n (%)

19% (6%, 34%)

0.005

10% (-4%, 25%)

0.16

9% (-5%, 23%)

0.21

Footer for Table 18. Similar information as presented in Figure 7, but presented as the mean difference (and 95% CI for difference) in proportions with
indicators of appropriate self-management after ED discharge (first minus the second group). The ED-plus-home group, but not the ED-only group, was
significantly more likely to demonstrate appropriate self-management for these indicators. The ED-plus-home group was also significantly more likely to fill
prescriptions for inhaled corticosteroids or other controller within 7 days of ED discharge compared to the ED-only group.
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Table 19: Inhaler misuse at baseline and at 6 months after ED discharge, by study group

MDI technique (misuse, < 75% steps
correct) at baseline, n (%)
MDI technique (misuse, < 75% steps
correct) at 6 months, n (%)

ED-plushome
N=121

p-values for between-group
differences
ED-plushome
ED-only
ED-plusvs.
vs.
home
Enhanced
Enhanced
vs.
usual care
usual care
ED-only

n

Enhanced
usual care
N=126

n

62 (59%)

105

59 (63%)

93

0.33

0.63

0.10

18 (58%)

31

16 (50%)

32

0.12

0.52

0.03

n

ED-only
N=126

71 (71%)

100

7 (29%)

24

Footer for Table 19. The proportion with metered dose inhaler (MDI) misuse is presented; n= denotes number of children with available data for analyses. Data
collection required in-person review and was missing in a substantial proportion of children at 6 months. Inhaler technique was assessed in-person in 298
(80% of 373) children at baseline and in 87 (23% of 373) children at 6 months. Among those with available data, there were no significant differences in misuse
at baseline, but at 6 months, fewer in the ED-plus-home group had inhaler misuse compared to the ED-only group (29% vs. 58%, p=0.03).
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Table 20: Environmental exposures (caregiver reported) at baseline and at 6 months after ED discharge, by study group

ED-plushome
N=121
During the past 12 months prior to baseline, n (%)
Lives with at least one smoker
44 (36%)
Saw cockroaches at home
16 (13%)
Had problems with mice or rats at home
19 (16%)
At 6 months, n (%)
Lives with at least one smoker
Saw cockroaches at home
Had problems with mice or rats at home

23 (35%)
12 (18%)
8 (12%)

p-values for between-group
differences
ED-plushome
ED-only
ED-plusvs.
vs.
home
Enhanced
Enhanced
vs.
usual care
usual care
ED-only

n

Enhanced
usual care
N=126

n

35 (28%)
13 (10%)
17 (13%)

126
126
126

46 (37%)
20 (16%)
12 (10%)

126
123
124

0.18
0.64
0.21

0.10
0.23
0.46

0.19
0.59
0.73

17 (22%)
9 (12%)
7 (9%)

77
77
77

25 (38%)
6 (9%)
6 (9%)

65
65
65

0.72
0.13
0.57

0.03
0.64
0.98

0.08
0.26
0.53

n

ED-only
N=126

121
120
120

65
65
65

Footer for Table 20. The proportion of caregivers reporting specific environmental exposures at baseline and at 6 months is presented; n= denotes number of
participants in whom these data were collected. At baseline, there were no significant differences between groups. Data regarding environmental exposures
at 6 months was missing in a substantial proportion (45%) of participants at 6 months. Among those with available data, the proportion living with a smoker
was higher in the ED-plus-home group compared to the ED-only group; none of the other differences were significant.
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G.3. Secondary Aim. Identify barriers and facilitators of successfully implementing the
interventions to inform subsequent implementation studies.

Overall, the fidelity of implementing study procedures in the ED was high. A mean of
94% of children in all three groups received instruction about the appropriate use of MDIs
(96% ED-plus-home, 95% ED-only, and 90% of Enhanced usual care groups[A72]). In the EDplus-home groups and ED-only groups, 99% and 100%, respectively, received a CAPE
tool. Implementing the post-ED portions of the interventions proved to be more challenging.
In the ED-plus-home group, the proportion of children who received 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 home
visits were 76%, 59%, 55%, 46%, and 40%, respectively.
We engaged 6 coordinators (1 per site) and 6 caregivers for individual interviews. Four
themes emerged as potential barriers or facilitators (Table 21): 1) Relationships both within the
study team and clinical / administrative stakeholders; 2) Adequacy of study supports to assist
study staff; 3) Adapting study activities to real-world conditions; and 4) Delivering intervention
with participants. These findings present opportunities for further refinement to improve the
implementation of ED-based and ED-and-home based interventions to enhance their
effectiveness.
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Table 21: Barriers and facilitators for study activities in the CHICAGO Plan
Themes

1.

2.

Barriers

Facilitators

Relationships
within the
study and
with external
stakeholders

• Not all staff was hired at the time of launch, and there were some
staffing changes over the course of the study, necessitating crosssite coverage.
• ED Coordinators asked attending physicians for more information
when a controller medication was not prescribed, which was
sometimes challenging, awkward or strained that important
relationship.
• Not all health systems had hired or managed CHWs before, and
best practices took time to implement.
• ED coordinators were trained for one site, but had to adjust their
approach for cross-site coverage or varying ED dynamics.

• Staff’s personal commitment overcame many barriers:
Flexibility (availability to complete study activities at all hours,
provided cross-coverage among sites)
Relationship building (worked to build recognition with ED staff,
made ED staff cookies, hand wrote thank you notes, took extra time
with patients + caregivers)
• During some enrollments, CHWs and ED Coordinators did the
enrollment together to build CHW-participant relationship.
• CHWs were hired and trained using a process that had been
successful many times in the past when hiring CHWs.

Adequacy of
study
supports

• Informational supports (checklists, references, progress tracking,
coloring pages + small toys for patients and other children) for EDCs
and outcomes collection staff were developed slowly over the
course of the study as staff learned what was needed.
• The flow of enrollment procedures in the ED was cumbersome and
required a great deal of papers and equipment (most coordinators
needed carts to transport their materials).
• Coordination of the ED Coordinators was less formal than the CHW
Coordinating Center. It took time to develop ways to communicate
questions and best practices between sites.

• Staff were resourceful and created their own supports in order to
manage the fast-paced, detail-oriented nature of an ED enrollment.
• The study provided some study staff with cell phones, internet hot
spots, and remote access to ED tracking boards for cross-site
coverage.
• The CHW education support tool ensured consistency of
curriculum delivery while allowing for patient-centered flexibility.
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Table 21: Barriers and facilitators for study activities in the CHICAGO Plan (continued)
Themes

3.

4.

Barriers

Facilitators

Adapting
study
activities to
real-world
conditions

• Home environments supported the CHW asthma education to
varying degrees (state of physical space, family dynamics, safety of
the neighborhood)
• Enrolling ED sites varied in physical space, culture and practice. ED
coordinators who provided cross-site coverage had to adjust.
• ED environment was challenging to enroll in (patients and
caregivers were stressed and tired, physical space was limited, and
there were many interruptions to enrollment for the patients’ care).

• Some enrolling ED sites were less chaotic and constrained (limited
exposure to trauma care, more physical space, more privacy for
participants).
• Staff was flexible to work with the families on their schedules and
honoring their preferences.

Delivering
intervention
with
participant

• Families could sometimes be hard to reach or visit due to busy
schedules, rapidly changing schedules, changing phone numbers or
other complicated life circumstances.
• There were often everyday life disruptions during enrollment or
CHW home visits, lengthening these study visits.
• Participants often completed study activities in locations that were
convenient or comfortable for them, but not optimized for
education (visits conducted on the porch or local restaurant,
outcomes assessments completed while driving).

• Providing materials that families want and need (masks, spacers,
green cleaning supplies).
• Including educational content that is actionable for patients and
caregivers (triggers that can be addressed at home, medication
technique that can be improved).
• Intervention content that is designed to include the child as a
partner in their own healthcare and support conversations between
caregiver and child.
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H. DISCUSSION
H.1. Decisional context
The CHICAGO Plan study is unique in its focus on a high-risk, predominantly minority
population that tested interventions in children as they received care the ED setting and (in the
ED-plus-home) in their homes.23,64 We believe our findings are sufficiently robust (particularly
when taken together with the previous ED-based study in children conducted in Canada)15 to
advocate for the routine use of our decision and communication support (CAPE) by ED clinicians
and children with uncontrolled asthma in the ED and their caregivers to improve the quality of
care on ED discharge for asthma. Health systems should also employ CHW-led home visits to
increase the likelihood of filling prescriptions for controllers and attending a follow-up
outpatient appointment after ED discharge. Our study provides the evidence base to support
state-led efforts to promote health system interventions to improve the quality of asthma
care.65 Our results also provide a cautionary tale for relying on patient-reported measures as
primary outcomes. Despite a robust set of approaches to promote retention, we encountered
multiple barriers to completing a 6 month follow-up visit in-person or via phone due to limited
availability, disruptions in contact information, moving between homes of different caregivers,
and other social determinants of health. We believe many of these barriers also limit the
opportunity for longitudinal care in this patient population. These challenges suggest the need
for multi-level interventions that address social determinants of health as part of efforts to
promote asthma health in disadvantaged populations.

H.2. Generalizability of the findings
We deliberately focused on a predominantly minority population of children 5 to 11
years presenting to the ED for uncontrolled asthma as they have a disproportionate share of
asthma burden. Our results may not generalize to older children or adults in this setting or to
other settings.
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H.3. Implementation of study results
While our study did not significantly improve the primary outcomes or secondary clinical
outcomes, our multi-center study in nearly 400 children did find large and statistically
significant improvements in several secondary outcomes linked to provider-level (prescribing
guideline recommended medications at home and scheduling follow-up appointments) and
participant-level (filling prescriptions for controllers and attending a follow-up visit with an
asthma provider) behaviors encouraged by asthma guidelines in the intervention groups. We
also noted significant barriers to recruitment, conducting home visits in children who were
recruited in the ED, and the collection of patient-reported outcomes over a 6-month period in
this population; these issues offer important lessons about the feasibility of conducting studies
in the ED and are discussed in more detail in Section F.2.10. Both our study and the study by
Ducharme et al. used paper-based tools; we encourage the development of complementary
decision supports embedded in electronic health records to facilitate program implementation
and evaluation at scale. We also advocate for using more complete data sources, including
claims data, as primary outcomes to complement the information gained from patient- and
caregiver-report. We noted statistically significant and large improvements in Asthma Impact
Scale scores in all three study groups (including Enhanced usual care) at 6 months compared to
values in the ED, but no significant between-group differences in these scores. Without a
concurrent control group (Enhanced usual care), we would have incorrectly concluded that the
interventions were effective. The CHICAGO Plan provides further justification for the design
and conduct of rigorous studies with concurrent controls to evaluate care models in the context
in which they are to be used, rather than simply re-purposing interventions that have been
shown to benefit other patient populations.

H.4. Subpopulation considerations
Our exploratory analyses failed to identify evidence of a significant heterogeneity of
treatment effects in the primary outcomes at 6 months in subgroups defined on the basis of
race, ethnicity, gender, and all-cause acute care use in the past 12 months.
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H.5. Study limitations
The key limitation is the limited power and potential for bias in interpreting the results
of our study for the pre-specified primary outcomes. We did not, however, observe significant
differences in the baseline characteristics of children or their caregivers in those with vs.
without primary outcome data. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the potential for a systematic
bias (selection bias) for the primary outcomes, since it is possible that unmeasured patient
characteristics were somehow related to the outcomes of interest. Also, the wide confidence
intervals for the between-group comparisons of the primary outcomes n indicate inadequate
power to exclude important clinical benefits from the ED-plus-home or ED-only interventions.

H.6. Future research
The ED-based and CHW interventions did not improve clinical outcomes (primary
outcomes) compared to Enhanced usual care. However, the ED-based intervention
dramatically improved the quality of ED-based care and the CHW intervention increased the
likelihood that study participants filled prescriptions for asthma controllers and attended
outpatient follow-up appointments (secondary outcomes). ED clinicians and health system
administrators at some sites participating in the CHICAGO Plan have indicated that
improvements in these secondary outcomes may be sufficient to implement the interventions
tested in the CHICAGO Plan, since these process improvements could increase reimbursements
tied to value-based models of care. We nevertheless recommend further studies to understand
why process improvements observed in the intervention groups did not result in clinical
improvements compared to Enhanced usual care. We also believe it will be important to test
the CAPE tailored to more diverse (including older) populations, use tools embedded in
electronic health records to complement the CAPE, and for multi-level studies that specifically
target the social determinants of health when examining asthma in disadvantaged populations.
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I. CONCLUSIONS
The ED-only and ED-plus-home interventions did not improve the Asthma Impact Scale
in children nor caregivers’ Satisfaction with participation in social roles compared to Enhanced
usual care. However, recruitment and retention in the trial proved to be challenging and the
study was stopped after enrolling just under 60% of the target sample size; we were therefore
underpowered to exclude the minimum important difference (MID) in the primary
outcomes. We did observe, however, within-children improvements in Asthma Impact Scale in
all three study groups, providing further justification for the use of concurrent controls to
rigorously evaluate interventions to improve healthcare systems. We also observed large and
statistically significant improvements in the quality of ED based care (in the ED-only and EDplus-home groups) and in participant-self management practices after ED discharge (in the EDplus-home group) compared to Enhanced usual care, which could be used to inform health
system interventions to improve population health.
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M. APPENDICES
M1. Characteristics of participants, according to missing primary outcome data
Baseline characteristic

Child's age, years; mean (±1 SD)
Child is a boy, n (%)

No missing
data for either
primary
outcome,
N=180

n

7.3 ±2.0

180

122 (68%)

180

Missing data for
either primary
outcome at any
time point,
N=193

n

pvalue

7.4 ± 1.9

193

0.26

127 (66%)

193

0.69

193

0.17

Child's race, n (%)
Black

109 (61%)

Other

71 (39%)

180

130 (67%)
63 (33%)

Child is Hispanic or Latino, n (%)

61 (34%)

179

55 (29%)

191

0.27

Public health insurance, n (%)

132 (79%)

167

140 (80%)

175

0.83

193

0.23

192

0.22

Recruitment site, n (%)
Lurie

69 (38%)

69 (36%)

Rush

12 (7%)

Sinai

17 (9%)

U of C

67 (37%)

58 (30%)

UIC/Stroger

15 (8%)

29 (15%)

180

16 (8%)
21 (11%)

Caregiver's race, n (%)
Black

108 (61%)

Other

69 (39%)

177

129 (67%)
63 (33%)

Caregiver is Hispanic or Latino, n (%)

49 (28%)

177

51 (27%)

191

0.35

Caregiver is married or co-habiting, n (%)

76 (45%)

170

72 (39%)

183

0.31

192

0.52

186

0.67

185

0.75

Preferred language at home, n (%)
English
Spanish
Other

156 (87%)
23 (13%)

171 (89%)
179

20 (10%)

0 (0%)

1 (1%)

Less than high school

13 (7%)

15 (8%)

High school or equivalent

61 (35%)

Education, n (%)
74 (40%)
175

Some college / vocational school

70 (40%)

College degree

30 (17%)

25 (13%)

1 (1%)

0 (0%)

Other

72 (39%)

Employment, n (%)
Employed

105 (61%)

Unemployed

58 (34%)

172

121 (65%)
56 (30%)

90

Disability

4 (2%)

5 (3%)

Other

5 (3%)

3 (2%)

Less than $10,000

43 (31%)

41 (28%)

$10,000 to 19,999

31 (22%)

Household annual income, n (%)
28 (19%)
140

$20,000 to 29,999

24 (17%)

27 (19%)

$30,000 to 39,999

11 (8%)

21 (14%)

$40,000 or more

31 (22%)

28 (19%)

145

0.47

M1 Footer: “No missing data for either primary outcome” indicates primary outcome in children
(PROMIS Asthma Impact Scale) and the caregiver (PROMIS Satisfaction with participation in social roles)
was evaluable at all time points (baseline, 1 month, 3 months, and 6 months). “Missing data for either
primary outcome at any time point” indicates data were missing for either primary outcome for at least
one time-point.
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